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Abstract
The process of wedge "clean" cutting through metal plates is analyzed in this dissertation
by studying the experimental results and developing simple and realistic mathematical
models of the problem. Two stages of wedge indentation process are considered: transient
and steady-state cutting processes.
For the transient indentation process, two characteristic deformation zones are identified:
(i) plastic zone at a wedge tip, and (ii) transient flap bending. For the steady-state cutting
process, an additional deformation zone to that of the transient stage is identified: (iii) flap
first stretching then compression deformation in the transition zone. Under each stage of
cutting process, the internal plastic work is calculated, and the minimum energy postulate
is applied to derive the closed-form solutions of wedge indentation force and the corre-
sponding optimum flap rolling radius.
Frictional effects are studied and included in the final wedge force equations. Two dis-
tinct frictional forces are identified in the analysis: machining friction near a wedge tip and
sliding friction between the interface of transient flap and wedge attack surface.
Transient cutting force analysis is performed by assuming an instantaneous cylindrical
flap model with increasing rolling radius. In the steady-state wedge cutting process, two
kinematic models are proposed: curling and upright flap models. Both models have their
merits depending on the magnitude of controlling parameters involved, e.g. wedge angle
and B/t ratio. A simplified solution for the steady-state wedge cutting process using curl-
ing flap model is also derived and its accuracy compared with its original form is deter-
mined in a wide range of the controlling parameters.
The closed-form solutions for both transient and steady-state cutting processes are veri-
fied with small and large scale experimental results. Good correlations are reported and the
scaling law is proved to be valid in the current theory.
Thesis Supervisor: Tomasz Wierzbicki
Title: Professor of Applied Mechanics
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a rectangular plate length
b rectangular plate width
B half wedge shoulder width
d maximum stretch in transition zone (distance between points A and
B in Fig. 3-6)
E t
D o  plate flexural rigidity, = 2
12(1 - 2)
E Young's modulus
Eb bending energy rate
Em membrane energy rate
F wedge cutting force
Fb wedge cutting force contributed by bending deformation only
Fconc concertina tearing force
Ff wedge cutting force including friction
Ffm machining frictional force
Ffs sliding frictional force
Fs  simplified wedge force
F't total force needed for stable flap to buckle
H width of buckled stable flap
K compressive buckling coefficient
1 plastic hinge length for transient flap or stable flap buckled wave length
I wedge indentation depth under transient indentation process
1p depth of plastic zone in front of a wedge tip
Mo fully plastic bending moment per unit length
N compressive force
No  maximum compressive force
R rolling radius
Rf rolling radius including frictional effects
Rs  rolling radius for the simplified curling flap model solution
t plate thickness
to  plate thickness at the thicker end of a non-uniform plate
u opening in transition zone for a given rolling angle < or a given
coordinate 4 (Fig. 3-5)
V wedge advancing velocity projected on the cut plate
vy separation velocity in the near-tip plastic zone along y-axis
w out-of-plane deflection due to stable flap buckling
wo  maximum w located in the middle of a buckled stable flap
x coordinate along x-axis with the origin at the intersection of two
inclined (transient) plastic hinges
p3 coefficient of plate thickness non-uniformity
8t  crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) parameter
8t normalized CTOD parameter, = 8t/t
E tensile strain
exx compressive buckling strain
y ratio of total vs. stretching energies in transition zone
0 wedge semi-angle
X plate aspect ratio
V Poisson's ratio
Rm frictional coefficient for machining
Rts frictional coefficient for sliding friction
0
xx
flow stress of plate material
uniaxial compressive buckling stress
rolling angle measured along the stable flap curling direction
Omax maximum 0
ratio of rake face length and plate thickness for machining friction
, 11 local coordinate systems in the flaps
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1. Background
Throughout the maritime history, waterborne transportation encounters potential accidents
including grounding upon undersea reef or rock. Recent oil supertanker grounding acci-
dents have made mass media and public awareness of the environmental protection against
oil spillage disasters. For example, the March 1989 grounding of the supertanker, Exxon
Valdez, resulted in the loss of nearly 11 million gallons of crude oil! Strict laws have been
imposed by jurisdictions around the world to eliminate the possible massive oil spillage at
sea in the future. In the United States, the Congress passed the Oil Pollution Act of 1990
(OPA 90) mandating that petroleum product cargo ships operating in U.S. waters be double
hull construction and/or designs providing equivalent protections by January 1, 2015.
In the pass several decades, research efforts were made mainly to improve the ship col-
lision protection. It has only been in the recent fifteen years or so that hull grounding dam-
age has been investigated. Early work in grounding failure prediction was concentrated in
plate cutting experiments and formulation of empirical equations correlating wedge force
with controlling parameters such as wedge attack angle and plate thickness. One of the
most important contributions in this direction was made by Lu and Calladine [1] who were
first to correctly apply the dimensional analysis method into the interpretation of wedge
cutting test results which clarified the long lasting confusions and questions of how to apply
the experimental results and the corresponding empirical equations into the real world cut-
ting failure predictions. Recently, Wierzbicki and Thomas [2] pioneered the application of
energy postulation into the grounding failure prediction. This approach has been proved to
be very effective and have initiated the whole new school of research. (This dissertation is
actually an extension of such a research activity.) The advantages of applying analytical
methods in the hull grounding failure study are obvious: it can provide an insight towards
the understanding of wedge cutting failure mechanism and will produce theoretical solu-
tions valid in a wide range of wedge cutting scenarios. The latter is especially important
because it opens a new way to solve such a complicated wedge cutting problem efficiently
and economically. In order to provide for the ship building industry the most up-to-date
academic research results about hull grounding damage prediction and to apply such
knowledge into the designs of a new generation oil tanker, a joint MIT-Industry Program
on Tanker Safety was started in 1992 and continues up until now. The primary goal of such
an ambitious project is to develop a state-of-art computer program used to predict the extent
of structural damage due to grounding accident and, at the same time, to provide an expert
guidance on how to increase hull rupture resistance through the improved hull design and
fabrication techniques. This dissertation plays an important role in the project aimed to
expand the existing grounding failure knowledge into the area of steady-state hull ground-
ing analysis.
1.2. Goals of the present research
The ultimate goal of present research is to solve the problem of plate failure under wedge
indentation analytically and to apply the theoretical solutions into the ship grounding com-
puter program, DAMAGE, to be developed in M.I.T. A set of closed-form solutions are
derived covering both transient and steady-state wedge indentation situations.
The present study of transient indentation process is an extension of the existing theory
developed by Wierzbicki and Thomas [2]. The major difference between the two theories
lies on the basic assumptions about cutting initiation. Wierzbicki and Thomas assumes that
there exists a fracture or tearing in front of a wedge tip whereas the current theory adopts
an alternative hypothesis in which a wedge tip has a direct contact with plate material. The
correct application of such assumptions depends on what plate material and wedge shape
are used in an actual cutting situation. For example, Lu and Calladine [1] observed a crack
developing in front of a wedge tip for a dural plate cutting, but no crack was observed for
all other metals tested. Also, a crack was seen running ahead of a semi-circular wedge head
during a wedge indentation experiment even though a mild steel specimen was tested [14].
But, for the majority of wedge cutting results, a wedge tip has been observed to have a
direct contact with a plate. So, both theories will be incorporated into the newly developed
computer program, DAMAGE, which will have an automatic check routine executed inter-
nally in order to determine which theory will give a good and reasonable estimation to the
real problem.
The study of steady-state wedge cutting through a metal plate is a relatively new research
area which requires constructing kinematically admissible models and formulating closed-
form wedge force solutions. Due to a great complexity of the problem, two kinematic mod-
els are proposed simulating the two typical cutting failure modes observed from experi-
mental results, i.e. failure modes with curling and upright flap deformation patterns (Fig. 3-
4). As we shall see in Chapter 3, both models have their merits and should be included in
the computer program - DAMAGE. In the steady-state cutting analysis, it is always assumes
that a wedge tip has a direct contact with plate material.
Validation of the theoretical solutions by the typical experimental results is performed
which shows a good correlation and proves the correctness of the theory.
1.3. Grounding scenarios
A brief overview of a tanker grounding situation will be helpful to gain an insight of the
current research context. Wierzbicki et al. [3] proposed a model for a ship grounding sce-
nario as follows. Consider a ship of mass M travelling with a forward velocity V which
strikes an undersea rock. If a hull damage cannot be prevented, the structure failure is
assumed to start at the bow or forward part of a ship, and proceeds toward the stern. The
1 2kinetic energy of the ship, i.e. M - V2 , is dissipated through any combination of the fol-
lowing four possible failure modes during the progress of a ship grounding:
* global uplifting of the ship's front part due to riding over upon an undersea obstacle,
* frictional forces between the hull bottom and rock surface,
* initiation of local hull damage, and
* steady-state cutting through hull plating with an interaction between overall ship
motion.
During a grounding accident, a ship is first lifted and rides over a rock underneath with a
good possibility of local hull denting damage. If the hull plating resistance towards the ver-
tical punching force from the ship's self-weight has been overcome, hull rupture or cutting
will begin. Initial indention process is confined in an area comparable to the size of the rock.
The force required to have an initial penetration through a hull plating is larger than that of
a steady-state cutting process. Once the steady-state cutting process initiates, damage
towards a hull structure will have a relatively regular pattern with a constant rate of energy
dissipation. Most of the kinetic energy of a ship before grounding is exhausted at the
steady-state grounding stage. The first failure mode, i.e. ship global lifting and riding over
upon a rock without hull rupture, is considered as an esthetical and/or minor structural dam-
age without losing the oil cargo of a tanker, which is studied as a separate project in M.I.T.
The remaining three grounding failure modes are studied in detail in this dissertation
because they are hazardous and dangerous towards both the ship structure and the environ-
ment.
1.4. Review of previous work
The study of ship damage started as early as 1959 by Minorsky who pioneered the path-
finding work in the area of structural damage prediction due to ship collisions [4]. By cor-
relating data obtained from twenty-six relevant ship collision accidents, he hypothesized
that the resistance of a ship to collision was proportional to the volume of the deformed
material during collision. After using the momentum conservation law and energy princi-
ples of rigid body mechanics, Minorsky developed a linear empirical relationship between
the kinetic energy lost, KT, and the structural resistant factor, RT, (relating directly to the
damaged material volume) as follows:
K, = 4 14 .5RT+ 121900, (1-1)
where KT has a unit of Iton-knot 2, and RT has a unit of ft 2 -in. This equation holds quite
accurately for the collisions when KT is large. However, it does not give satisfactory results
for minor collisions where KT is small. This can be easily explained nowadays: the reason
that the above equation is not valid for a wide range of application is because that it lacks
the dimensional consistency on both sides of the equation so that it is correct only to the
same size of the ships and the same amount of the damages investigated.
Vaughan extended Minorsky's theory to include ship grounding as well as collision dam-
ages into his empirical equations [5]. After studying the behaviors of plate penetration by
a rigid wedge, he concluded that there existed two independent contributions of work to
hull plating penetration: bending which is similar to that done by Minorsky, and plate tear-
ing. The plate tearing work was considered as a surface energy function per unit length of
fracture, and it was determined by using Akita and Kitamura's experimental data [6]. By
fitting curve with drop-hammer test data from sixty-four experiments, Vaughan [7] was
able to formulate an empirical equation for the work done by a rigid wedge, W in N -m,
as follows:
W = 5.5 I t.5 + 0.0044 12t2tanO, (1-2)
where 1 is the wedge penetration length in millimeter, t is a plate thickness in millimeter,
and 0 is a wedge semi-angle in degree. Unfortunately, the above equation also lacks a
dimensional consistency.
Woisin [8] conducted nineteen drop-hammer tests with mild steel plate specimens set
vertical. It was the first time that a new flap deformation pattern, i.e. braided deformation,
was observed and reported; and the importance of frictional force was mentioned. Jones
and Jouri [9] conducted a new series of drop-hammer tests with nineteen specimens, which
investigated the energy required to cut through thick plates (the thickest specimen is
t = 5.95 mm in thickness). In their experiments, several different modes of flap deforma-
tion were observed and reported. It was said that, due to the coexistence of plastic deforma-
tions and fracture, "principles of simple geometrically similar scaling do not work".
Atkins [10] treated the problem of plate cutting as a fracture problem. Based on the idea
that the total energy is composed of two components: flap bending energy and near tip frac-
ture energy, a scaling law is derived as follows:
Wp _ 1 1w  - + (1-3)
) 3W 5+1 +1 X+
where Wp and Wm are the energy absorbed by the prototype and the model, respectively;
A is a scaling factor, and 4 is a non-dimensional parameter. He then assumed that 4 would
keep constant for both the prototype and the model, which left only one variable, X, in the
above equation. By employing the experimental results from Jones et al. [9] [11] and taking
a suitable value for the mean plastic strain, he found the material toughness R to be
600 KJ/m 2 which is used in the above equation to determine the fracture energy of a plate.
It was concluded, thereafter, that this scaling law helped to explain the results from the tests
conducted.
Lu and Calladine [1] performed a large number of plate cutting experiments, but, in their
tests, a wedge was driven quasi-statically instead of drop-hammer loading method com-
monly used at that time. The main advantage of such a new test method is that the whole
deformation history of the deformation process can be monitored easily without the pres-
ence of any dynamic effects. By applying the dimensional analysis method, Lu and Calla-
dine were able to derive a universal equation correlating the wedge cutting work with the
corresponding geometric and material properties. It is worthwhile to mention again that this
is the first time in the literature that a dimensionally-consistent empirical equation was
reported for the wedge cutting force prediction, which provides a right path to the interpre-
tation of the experimental results in the future. Lu and Calladine's empirical equation shows
a general validity over a wide range of transient indentation problems:
W= C .3 , (1-4)
where C is a dimensionless coefficient determined by the controlling parameters, such as
wedge semi-angle, plate tilt angle, specimen material, and friction; 1 is a wedge travelling
distance, t is a plate thickness, and ay is the material flow stress (even though the yield
stress denomination is used). As long as a consistent unit is used for all the parameters, the
above equation will be valid regardless of which actual unit system is used. It was experi-
mentally verified that Eq. (1-4) is valid in the range of 5 < l/t < 150 because, as we shall
see below, a large ratio of 1/t will cause an alternative failure mode - concertina tearing.
Up until this point of discussion, all the investigators had focused their studies in the
experimental determination of the empirical relationships between wedge cutting work and
the controlling parameters. In order to obtain a full understanding of the wedge cutting
mechanisms and to provide a universally-valid analytical method to solve different wedge
cutting problems, Wierzbicki and Thomas [2] pioneered the application of energy postula-
tion into the study of plate transient indentation problem. By assuming a mathematical
model with the kinematically admissible velocity and displacement fields, they derived a
closed-form solution for the wedge transient force which has a similar form as Eq. (1-4):
F, = 1.6700(o  t)0.2 4t 1.6g (0, ) , (1-5)
where Yo is the flow stress of a material, I is a wedge indentation length, t is a plate thick-
ness, g (0, R) is a function of wedge semi-angle and sliding frictional coefficient, and 8,
is a normalized crack opening displacement parameter defined as t6, = t6, /t. The above
expression is dimensionally consistent and was proved to have a good correlation with the
test results over a wide range of wedge semi-angle 100 < 06 300 and sliding frictional
coefficient 0.1 < •t < 0.4 [12].
Closed-form solutions for the steady-state wedge cutting through an infinite plate were
subsequently formulated by Zheng and Wierzbicki [13] and the supporting experimental
data were supplied by Yahiaoui et al. [14]. A detailed coverage of this research is to be pre-
sented in Chapter 3 which provides all the important information about the theoretical
background and the analytical methodology.
Recently, hull grounding study has seen a new trend: complicated specimens are
designed to incorporate all the structural details. This is aimed to study the contributions of
the secondary members to a grounding failure process. Instead of using the standard prac-
tice which smears all the stiffeners and bulkheads into an equivalent uniform thickness
plate [15], Kuroiwa et al. [16], Bracco [17], and Little [18] tested scaled specimens with
the secondary structural elements included. For example, Kuroiwa et al. [16] tested two 1:3
scale models representing single and double bottom VLCC (very large crude carriers)
which included all the actual ship structure details into the specimens: hull plating, longi-
tudinal stiffeners, transverse frames, and longitudinal bulkheads.
Concertina tearing of metal plates is an alternative grounding failure mode reported first
by Kitamura et al. on the 1:4 scale wedge indentation tests into single and double hulls [19].
This failure mode was also identified by Wierzbicki [27] on the photograph taken from a
grounding damaged supertanker bottom. Wierzbicki then developed a closed-form solution
for the mean concertina indentation force which has been proved to be representative to the
experimental results conducted at M.I.T. [12] [27]. Concertina tearing failure mode is
induced mainly by pushing a dull wedge through a plate specimen which shows two sym-
metric cracks running in the plate ahead of the wedge.
Some other new research activities are also under development in M.I.T. on ship ground-
ing study, e.g. double hull stranding and cutting analysis, and non-rupture hull grounding
assessment.
The research achievements obtained so far have provided both the academy and the ship-
building industry an in-depth understanding of the tanker grounding failure mechanisms.
Further theoretical, numerical, and experimental studies should be conducted to resolve the
remaining issues.
1.5. Categorization of grounding damages
In this section, all the possible types of grounding damages are presented and categorized.
In order to cover different aspects of the grounding phenomena, several categories are
defined, e.g. the cutting process category is used to describe the different stages of cutting
process, the flap deformation category gives different flap deformation patterns, the failure
mode category separates the central indentation from the concertina tearing failure mode,
and so on.
1.5.1. Stages in a cutting process
Three wedge cutting stages are identified from the available experimental results [14]. The
first stage is defined as the transient indentation process characterizing the initiation of hull
plating damage. Normally, the ruptured area in this stage increases with the wedge inden-
tation length and an ascending force-displacement curve is usually observed. If a wedge has
a limited size and keeps advancing, the second stage of cutting will begin but it is not easy
to identify. This stage typically shows a bump in the force-displacement curve and its peak
generally gives the maximum resistance of a plate specimen under the specified test condi-
tions [18]. The last stage of a cutting process shows a constant wedge force in the force-
displacement diagram. This stage is terminated as the steady-state wedge cutting process.
1.5.2. Flap deformation
Two types of flap deformation are identified from the wedge indentation experiments [1]
[14]: braided and curling flap deformations. The former is caused by the unbalanced fric-
tional force in the out-of-plane direction [2] which is less known to the academy; and the
latter is much simpler to deal with and is to be studied in this dissertation.
Under the steady-state cutting process, the portion of a flap at the back of a wedge attack
surface is terminated as a stable flap. For the stable flap with a single curling deformation,
there exist two different deformation patterns: wavy buckled flap shape and smooth cylin-
drical flap shape. Both of them are observed from experiments [1] [ 14] and will be analyzed
in Chapter 3.
1.5.3. "Clean" cut vs. concertina tearing modes
Two completely different failure modes from cutting an individual plate can be identified.
One is the "clean" cut failure mode which consists of a plate central separation in front of
a wedge tip and flap bending on both sides of a wedge attack surface. Another is the con-
certina tearing failure mode which characterizes plate folding back and forth in front of a
dull wedge with a symmetric edge tearing along the remote boundaries. For the "clean"
cut mode, either braided or smoothly curling flap deformation may develop depending on
the test conditions encountered, and a cutting process can be either transient or steady-state.
For the concertina tearing mode, two distinct modes of failure were observed from the tests:
confined concertina tearing failure with a plate specimen torn along parallel stiffeners [14],
and diverging concertina tearing failure with two symmetric cracks radiating from a wedge
tip [20]. The former is a steady-state deformation process with a regular pattern of plate
folding in front of a wedge tip, and the latter is a transient process with the increasing width
of folds until the radiating cracks hit the remote boundaries or an alternative failure mode
takes over. When a critical condition is reached, it is possible that both "clean" cut and con-
certina failure modes can coexistent in the same specimen (Fig. 5-3). Section 3.5.2. pro-
vides a set of boundary curves which can be used as a guide line for the failure mode
predictions.
1.5.4. Environmental impact
The aim of hull plating indentation study is to design a new generation hull structure which
can absorb a large amount of kinetic energy during tanker grounding without losing its oil
cargo. Many possible design methods are proposed, such as double hull, double side, and
flexible hull plating designs. The ultimate grounding damage evaluation should be per-
formed by considering both ship structure failure and the environmental impact. The latter
is more important to the public and needs to be taken into a great care because of its direct
relation to the environmental protection. The oil spillage prevention plus environmental
protection is an inter-disciplinary subject which should be included in the future research.
1.6. Overview of the theoretical analysis method
Like all the structural analysis problems, it is a very important step to construct a correct
mathematical model. Due to the complicated nature of the wedge indentation problem, one
way to give a theoretical solution is to apply an upper bound theorem which is, in essence,
an approximate method. It is well known that an upper bound theory will give a very good
approximation to the real solution if a constructed kinematic model satisfies all the bound-
ary conditions and has a deflected shape compatible with the deformation pattern observed
from the corresponding tests. In the following two chapters, kinematically admissible mod-
els for different failure cutting modes are proposed based on the experimental results and
simple physical model constructions. Since so many assumptions and simplifications are
made in the theoretical analysis, the correctness and accuracy of the theory can only be jus-
tified by the experiment. M.I.T. experimental team [14] played an important role in the ver-
ification the theoretical solutions derived here, and their contributions are equally important
to the success of the current research project. The step-by-step descriptions of the current
theory are summarized below, which serves as a backbone of our entire theoretical study
performed in Chapters 2 and 3.
The first stage of analysis is to build a kinematically admissible model from the available
experimental results and simple physical model constructions. Although the minimum
requirement for an upper bound theorem can be fully satisfied, it is difficult for the con-
structed kinematic model to incorporate the global out-of-plate deflection observed com-
monly from the damaged specimens. It is difficult to determine theoretically whether the
omission of this additional deformation pattern in the current analysis will still give us an
upper bound solution or not. As pointed already, the only feasible approach to resolve such
doubt is to verify the theory with test results which is the fifth stage of analysis to be dis-
cussed later.
The second stage of analysis is to formulate all the deformation energy rates involved in
a wedge indentation process by analyzing the kinematic models constructed in Stage I. In
order to simplify our analysis, the only deformation energy rates included are those which
contribute mostly to the plate cutting resistance. This means that some of the minor defor-
mations might be ignored in the analysis, which will further reduce the total deformation
energy rate computed. This reduction has a counteractive effect on the energy overestima-
tion normally seen in an upper bound theory, but this gives an additional uncertainty factor
to the accuracy of our theoretical solutions which can be clarified solely by the experimen-
tal results.
The third stage is to formulate closed-form solutions of the problem by first equating the
total internal energy rate to the external work rate and then minimizing the rate of internal
energy dissipation. Note that, at this stage, the frictional force has not been included yet,
because it can be treated as an independent term to the cutting force expressions [2].
The fourth stage is to determine the friction contribution to the wedge force expression
derived in the previous stage. Two frictional forces are identified in our analysis: sliding
and machining frictional forces. The former is seen to be existed between flap and wedge
surfaces which is encountered normally. The latter is actually a misnomer used to describe
the machining process existed between a wedge tip and the plate material. In reality, a
wedge cutting process is characterized by the local shear failure of weaker material (usually
plate) occurring in the so-called rake face region causing energy loss. The machining fric-
tion has a constant value under a given cutting condition, and it may be neglected if a large
plastic deformations are involved in the plate cutting process. It is worthwhile to mention
here that the machining friction can only exist when the hypothesis of direct cutting at a
wedge tip is used.
The fifth stage is to verify the accuracy of the theoretical solutions by the typical exper-
imental results. Comparisons are made between the theoretical predictions and test results.
If a small difference is observed from the comparison, the analytical solutions can be con-
fidently stated as a valid theory. Size effect should be considered if only a batch of small
scale tests is conducted.
We have listed the main procedures used to derive the closed-form solutions for the
wedge indentation problem. However, the above approach is generally valid for finding a
solution of all the similar failure problems such as car crashworthy evaluation [21].
1.7. Scope and outline of the dissertation
In this dissertation, research on wedge "clean" cutting through metal plates is performed
theoretically. It aims to solve the practical problem of oil tanker grounding damage on a
knife-shaped reef. Both transient and steady-state cutting processes are to be studied with
the corresponding closed-form solutions derived. Throughout this dissertation, a basic
hypothesis is made which assumes that a wedge tip has a direct contact with a plate material
at the near-tip plastic zone. Experimental results on plate cutting support such an assump-
tion under certain circumstances discussed early, e.g. Lu and Calladine [1], Maxwell [12],
Yahiaoui et al. [14], and Trauth [20].
The study of transient indentation process presented in Chapter 2 is a continuation of the
theoretical analysis pioneered by Wierzbicki and Thomas [2]. The new hypothesis assum-
ing a direct cutting at a wedge tip is made in the current analysis, whereas Wierzbicki and
Thomas's theory assumes a fracture or tearing existed in front of a wedge. A closed-form
solution is derived for the new kinematic model following the analytical procedures listed
in Section 1.6. with the following steps summarized. That is, first, a kinematic model is con-
structed and the corresponding energy dissipation rates from all different deformation
mechanisms are calculated. Next, a closed-form solution for the indentation force is
derived by applying the energy postulation discussed in the previous section. Frictional
effects are then added to the force expression. Finally, comparisons of the theoretical solu-
tion with the typical experimental results are performed to check the correctness and accu-
racy of the derived closed-form solution and the corresponding kinematics assumed for the
problem. A good correlation is reported from the comparisons made as will be seen in
Chapter 2. For a detailed description of the experimental procedures, a reader is referred to
the work of Maxwell [12]. In Chapter 2, comparisons are also conducted between
Wierzbicki and Thomas's theory [2] and the current one. It is concluded that both theories
are correct and their application depends on the specific cutting conditions involved.
The theoretical study of a steady-state cutting process presented in Chapter 3 is a new
research. This cutting process should be clearly distinguished from the previous transient
(or initial) indentation process studied extensively in the literature, e.g. Lu and Calladine
[1], Wierzbicki and Thomas [2], Vaughan [5], and Jones and Jouri [9]. A transient indenta-
tion has a relatively simple deformation pattern, i.e. plate tearing or cutting near a wedge
tip together with plate bending along two inclined moving hinges. But a steady-state cutting
process has a more complex deformation pattern because, in addition to the deformations
discussed in the transient cutting process, it has a significant membrane tension/compres-
sion deformation in the transition zone located between the transient and stable flaps.
Two kinematically admissible models shown in Fig. 3-4 will be developed in Chapter 3.
Both of them are assumed to be under the "clean" cut condition. In the first model, flaps
are assumed to be curled smoothly with a uniform rolling radius throughout the flaps,
whereas the second model consists of flat flaps bent upright from its original plane of the
plate. Both models have their merits. For example, one kinematic model might give a better
failure prediction than the other in certain cases as will be seen in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 3, the closed-form solutions for the steady-state indentation force are derived
for both kinematic models discussed above. The detailed analytical procedures involve the
following steps. First, the kinematics of cutting process are analyzed and the energy dissi-
pation rates corresponding to different deformation mechanisms are calculated. Then, the
closed-form solutions of the problem are derived by applying the energy postulation dis-
cussed previously. Frictional effects on the steady-state cutting process are added to the
derived force expressions next. Finally, comparisons with typical test results are performed
to check the validity of the theoretical solutions and their corresponding kinematics of the
problem. Again, a good correlation is reported in Chapter 3. For a detailed description of
the experimental procedure, the reader is referred to the work of Yahiaoui et al. [14].
The writing style of Chapters 2 and 3 is meant to treat them as two complete and inde-
pendent articles to save time for future journal publications. That is, in each chapter, all the
useful information, such as basic assumptions and derivation steps, are presented in detail
regardless of the possible redundancy. The reader is recommended to skip those repeated
sentences and paragraphs in the dissertation while reading.
Chapter 2
Study of Transient Wedge Indentation Process
2.1. Introduction
In this chapter, a closed-form solution for the transient wedge cutting through an infinitely
wide plate is first derived based on the observations of typical test results and simple phys-
ical model constructions. The hypothesis that assumes a direct contact existed between a
wedge tip and the plate material is used throughout the current analysis. In Wierzbicki and
Thomas's theory [2], an alternative hypothesis was assumed: a fracture or tearing existed
in front of a wedge tip. Both mathematical models have their merits as will be seen in
sequel. Graphical comparisons between the two models are made in Section 2.7., which
shows that they lead to similar results. This is due to the fact that, for both models, the local
failure near a wedge tip contributes almost the same amount of energy towards the total
indentation force. Comparisons of experimental results with both theoretical solutions are
conducted in Section 2.8. in order to verify the correctness of the theory.
The analysis of the transient wedge indentation process through metal plates is actually
an idealization of ship hull damage scenario when a ship is aground upon a sharp undersea
reef or rock with its hull cut initially. The phenomena were observed by many experiment-
ers, including Lu and Calladine [1], Maxwell [12], and Astrup [26]. Wierzbicki and Tho-
mas [2] were the first to successfully apply the energy theorem in the searching of a closed-
form solution for the problem. This chapter is a continuation and extension of such an effort
to make the transient indentation analysis complete.
The kinematic model proposed in the present theory is shown in Fig. 2-1. It is based in
part on the visual analysis of the experimental results presented in Ref. [1], and in part on
the simple physical model constructions. The hypothesis that there exists a direct contact
between a wedge tip and the plate material is incorporated in the model which serves as a
basic hypothesis throughout this dissertation.
The analysis involves primarily the following steps: (i) establishment of kinematically
admissible model for the transient indentation process; (ii) calculation of energy dissipation
rates corresponding to each individual deformation mechanisms; (iii) derivation of a
closed-form solution for the transient wedge force by applying the energy postulation; (iv)
incorporation of frictional effects into the derived solution; and (v) validation of the analyt-
ical solutions and the corresponding kinematics with typical experimental results. A good
correlation between the theory and experiments is reported in Section 2.8. For a detailed
description of the experimental procedures and results, the reader is referred to the work of
Maxwell [12].
2.2. Characteristics of transient wedge cutting process
Under the transient indentation process, a plate is first separated at a wedge tip and then
bends up into two flaps on both sides of the wedge attack surfaces. A typical "clean" cut
implies that the flaps curl up smoothly only on one side of the plate, i.e. no braided defor-
mation is allowed. During the cutting experiments conducted in M.I.T., a close contact of
wedge surfaces with the curled flaps was observed, which provides an important geometric
relationship: the flap opening angle is equal to the wedge angle (Fig. 2-1). From the obser-
vation of Lu's experimental results [23], it can be concluded that the only deformation
existed in the curling flaps is the bending process along the two inclined plastic moving
hinges with the remaining part of the flap rotating as a rigid body. Such deformation pattern
produces a spiral curvature in the flap's cross-sectional direction because the rolling radius
of flaps increases with the wedge indentation length. Wierzbicki and Thomas proved that
the only feasible curling flap shape at any given instant is a cylinder since it acquires the
least amount of deformation energy [2].
2.3. Internal energy rate under transient indentation process
Two major energy dissipation forms are identified in a transient indentation process. They
are membrane deformation at a wedge tip and bending along two moving plastic hinges. In
order to simplify our analysis with an acceptable accuracy, several assumptions and simpli-
fications are made as follows:
(i) Plate material is assumed to be rigid-perfectly plastic with an average flow
stress, Yo. Its value can be either determined from tensile tests or calculated from
hardness test results. A precise definition of the flow stress is presented by
Wierzbicki [27] which completely clarifies many reader's misunderstanding and
confusion about the concept of flow stress.
(ii) It is assumed that both bending and membrane deformation modes have the same
flow stress, oo. But this assumption can be easily relaxed by allowing different
flow stresses in different regions, depending on the level of average strain.
(iii) The plastic interaction between bending moment and membrane force is
neglected in the plastic zone near a wedge tip. This hypothesis will overestimate
the actual rate of energy dissipation in the membrane action and will partially
compensate the energy lost by ignoring the bending energy in a near-tip zone.
(iv) Plastic shear strain is ignored. The validity of this assumption has been discussed
in detail by Wierzbicki and Thomas [2].
(v) Plastic work in the near-tip zone is predominantly dissipated by the diffused
mode. In other words, no local necking is considered and the plate thickness is
taken to be constant.
(vi) Plate material obeys von Mises yield criterion. Under the plane stress condition,
the criterion can be expressed as:
a2 _ a + a2 + 32 = 2 (2-1)
xx xx yy yy xy o (2-1)
where Yxx, Oxy, and a y are the in-plane components of stress tensor. The cor-
responding flow rule gives:
xx (2axx - ayy) 'Iyy = (2ayy - ox ) , (2-2)
txy = 6kaxy
2.3.1. Plastic zone near a wedge tip
In all experiments performed at M.I.T. with a sharp wedge of a semi-angle 0 = 300 or
0 = 450, it is observed that a wedge tip always has a direct contact with the plate material
[12]. This is called plate cutting as opposed to plate fracture and/or tearing where the wedge
forces are applied at a remote location causing fracture process in front of a wedge tip.
Accordingly, it is assumed in the kinematic model that a wedge tip coincides with the tip
of a plate crack, which is confirmed experimentally by many mild metal specimens [1]. The
large stress and strain observed in the plate material near a wedge tip generally cause plastic
deformation of the material. The shape and size of a near-tip plastic zone was measured
experimentally and reported by Lu [23]. His test results showed that a finite area surround-
ing a wedge tip undergoes a membrane deformation under the in-plane plastic flow.
The near-tip plastic zone length is denoted as 1P (Fig. 2-1). Lu reported that the lp value
is around seven times of the plate thickness for a wedge semi-angle equal to 200 with a
plate tilt angle 200. It is believed that the plastic zone size varies according to the control-
ling geometric parameters like wedge shape, plate thickness, and inclination angle;
although, under a given test condition, I, will remain constant. Based on the physical model
construction, it is assumed that the near-tip plastic zone on a plate is extended from a wedge
tip to the intersection of two inclined transient plastic hinges having a depth (Fig. 2-1):
I = -0 (2-3)P sinO'
where R is an instantaneous rolling radius of the curling flaps to be analyzed below, and 0
is a wedge semi-angle. Note that the above equation does not explicitly take plate inclina-
tion into account. But it implies that, with the increment of a plate tilt angle, the near-tip
plastic zone depth increases accordingly. This is because, in reality, 0 should be calculated
by a wedge angle projected on the cutting plate (Fig. 2-2) which produces a smaller angle
than that of an actual wedge. This, in turn, yields a larger plastic zone size according to
Eq. (2-3). Since the plastic zone size is confined to the range only several plate thickness
long, it is safe to neglect the bending deformation in that zone induced by the eccentricity
of an indentation force. To further simplify our analysis, it is assumed that the plate tilt
angle is zero, which can be easily corrected by using the wedge angle projection method
discussed previously.
In a near-tip plastic zone, the membrane deformation rate in the direction normal to the
cutting velocity was analyzed by Wierzbicki and Thomas [2]. By considering the compat-
ibility of the transverse displacement and velocity fields, they derived a simplified expres-
sion for the separation velocity near a wedge tip as follows:
v x 0,
V tan0f xJ for x • l,, (2-4)
V tan , for x > lP
where V is the wedge advancing velocity, and x is the coordinate along x-axis with its ori-
gin at the intersection of two inclined moving hinges (Fig. 2-1).
For a very blunt wedge, such as a wedge having a semi-circular cross-section, a crack can
be initiated and run in front of a wedge tip. This has been clearly demonstrated in one of
the tests run by Maxwell [12]. The case with a crack running ahead of a wedge tip was stud-
ied theoretically by Wierzbicki and Thomas [2]. It was found that the size of a near-tip plas-
tic zone is controlled by the Crack Tip Opening Displacement (CTOD) parameter it . From
their study, it can be concluded that the dependence of the wedge indentation force on the
magnitude of 8, was very weak.
The question whether a wedge indentation leads to a cutting or fracture failure has been
subjected to a debate in the literature. Atkins [24] argued for the latter viewpoint while Lu
and Calladine [1] and Calladine [25] defended the former. We believe that either situation
can develop, depending on the scale of the problem. As already mentioned, in all thin and
mild steel plates up to the thickness of t = 2 mm, no cracks were emanating from the tip
of a wedge. However, for the intermediate scale experiments conducted at the DnV facility
in Bergen on plates with t = 15 mm, cracks were clearly observed in front of the wedge
tip [26].
2.3.2. Membrane energy rate inside near-tip plastic zone
Under the transient indentation process, the rate of membrane energy under the plane stress
condition is defined by the following expression:
Em = t f(Yap ap dS , (2-5)
S
where S denotes an area in a membrane displacement zone, t is the plate thickness, and
Ocp and tap are the components of stress and strain rate tensors, respectively. The strain
rate tensor is defined as:
1
tap 2=  (l p +  lip, ) , (2-6)
where tia = (vx , vy) are the components of the velocity vector projected in the x- and y-
directions. The above equation carries the assumption that the small out-of-plane displace-
ment near a wedge tip is neglected in the strain calculation which will give an underestima-
tion in the calculation of the total internal energy rate.
When a wedge cuts through a plate, the component of strain rate in the direction of wedge
motion, txx, should be zero in a near-tip plastic zone. The validity of such an assumption
is obvious from the observation of the test results [1], because the material in the front of a
wedge tip would accumulate if txx were not zero. According to assumption (iv), exy is also
taken to be zero.
Based upon the above discussions and an additional assumption that the plane strain con-
dition exists in the near-tip plastic zone, i.e. =xx  a yy/2, the in-plane membrane energy
rate, Eq. (2-5), can be expressed as:
Em = t Y dS , (2-7)
where S is a membrane deformation area at the near-tip plastic zone. The contributions of
this zone towards the membrane energy rate is to be analyzed next.
Fig. 2-1 shows that there exists a zone in front of a wedge tip locally undergoing out-of-
plane bending and in-plane membrane deformations, which causes the plate material to
yield in that area. This plastic zone extends in the y-direction to a boundary, 8 (x) , beyond
which the material behaves elastically. Lu's experimental result [23] reveals that this plastic
zone is confined in a small range which is about several times the plate thickness around
the wedge tip. The shape of the plastic zone is actually not important in the calculation of
the membrane energy rate in that region as will see in sequel. The controlling factors are
the plastic zone depth, 1P, which is measured from the wedge tip to x = 0 and is equated
in Eq. (2-3), and the y-direction separation velocity, vy (x) , in the plastic zone, Eq. (2-4).
Substituting Eqs. (2-3), (2-4), and (2-6) into the above integration, Eq. (2-7), we get the
membrane energy rate in the near-tip plastic zone [2]:
2 dvy
Em t • • 0 • dxdy
S2t -o Vy dy
0o (2-8)
4
- ~ 0ot l V tan0
4 R
In the above derivation, Vy is taken as zero at the elasto-plastic boundary in the near wedge
tip plastic zone.
2.3.3. Bending energy rate
Under the transient wedge cutting process, all bending energies are concentrated in the two
inclined plastic moving hinges (Fig. 2-1) and no work is done in the curled portion of a tran-
sient flap since it rotates as a rigid body about the plastic hinge line, OP. The length of an
inclined plastic hinge is a function of wedge indentation length, I * , and wedge semi-angle,
0, as formulated below:
1OP =
cosO" (2-9)
For a rigid-perfectly plastic material, the out-of-plate plastic bending moment under the
plane-strain condition per unit length along the moving hinge is
('
t2 (2-10)
The rate of flap rotation, ci, along an inclined plastic hinge is related to rolling radius, R,
wedge semi-angle, 0, and wedge advancing velocity, V. The condition of kinematic conti-
nuity leads to the following relationship:
Vn Vsin0
R R
(2-11)
where Vn is the normal component of V to the cylinder center line of a transient flap. For
a given rate of rotation, o), the rate of bending energy is defined as
Eb = 2 M cos .0 cos0 (2-12)
Substituting Eqs. (2-9) - (2-11) into Eq. (2-12) yields the rate of bending energy expression
under the transient indentation process:
Eb = 2
4
,F3
2 t2 * V sinO
4 cosO R
(2-13)
St2
o
4 . V. tan .
Mo =
k
Yo
2.4. Wedge force under transient indentation process
Under a transient process of wedge cutting through a wide metal plate, an external force,
F, is applied on a wedge in order to separate plate material in front of a wedge tip and to
bend flaps along inclined moving hinges. Equating the rate of external work, i.e. the product
of wedge cutting force, F, and the corresponding moving velocity, V, to the rate of total
internal energy dissipation yields:
FV= Eb +Ekm, (2-14)
where Eb and Em are the bending and membrane energy rates, respectively. Note that the
work loss due to friction is not a second order term and it will be taken into account in the
next section.
The rates of bending energy and membrane energy have already been formulated in Eqs.
(2-8) and (2-13), respectively. Substituting them into Eq. (2-14) and canceling the common
term V on both sides of the equation, we obtain a closed-form solution for the transient
indentation force as follows:
F= 4 0 t2 1 R +* . tanG . (2-15)f = 3 t sin0 4R
The above wedge cutting force expression is seen to be a direct function of the flap rolling
radius, R, which is an unknown parameter yet to be determined. Postulating the actual
resistance force adjusts itself so as to reach a minimum of Eq. (2-15). By minimizing F
with respect to R, i.e. dF/dR = 0, we obtain the optimized rolling radius expression as:
R = 1 3 tl*sin0 = 0.866 to.5 (1*)0.5 (sin) 0.5 (2-16)
Substituting the above equation back into Eq. (2-15), we get the optimized wedge cutting
force expression as follows:
4 15  (sin0 (2-17)F = 4 aO t l* - (sinO)7)3 o cos0
2.5. Frictional force study
Friction has significant influences to a plate cutting process. It not only increases the wedge
force needed to cut through a plate but also controls the deformed flap shape. For example,
owing to the unbalanced frictional force existed in the out-of-plane direction, braided flaps
are observed in tests for plate specimens with no title angle towards the cutting force direc-
tion [1]. During his wedge cutting tests, Lu [23] tried to use the unloading and re-loading
technique to determine the frictional effects on the total wedge cutting force. It was found
that the machining friction can seldom be reduced by the lubrication method and suggested
that the total frictional force might significantly contribute to the total cutting force.
Careful study of frictional mechanisms reveals that there exist two distinct frictional
forces in a wedge cutting process (Fig. 2-3). One is sliding friction existed between wedge
surface and transient flaps, which is a normally encountered frictional effect. Wierzbicki
and Thomas included the sliding friction in their analysis of transient wedge cutting force
and correctly formulated the frictional force component [2]. The second frictional effect is
a machining frictional force at a wedge tip, which has a much larger frictional coefficient
than that of a simple sliding friction case but is limited to a very narrow region. The sliding
frictional force increases with the advance of the wedge, but the machining friction remains
a constant value under transient indentation process. Both frictional contributions will be
added directly to the closed-form cutting force expression derived, Eq. (2-17). The effect
of sliding friction is postulated to be in direct proportion to the corresponding force term in
Eq. (2-15) producing flap bending along plastic moving hinges. The machining friction is
an independent term which is governed purely by the problem geometry, such as plate
thickness, wedge angle, and plate tilt angle [28].
2.5.1. Sliding friction
The derivation of sliding frictional force, Ffs, follows exactly the same procedures pro-
posed by Wierzbicki and Thomas [2]. This frictional force exists between wedge attack sur-
faces and transient flaps, and it acts in the out-of-plane direction which restrains the
transient flap sliding movement. The velocity of this relative sliding movement is found to
be equal to the wedge advancing velocity, V, and it is independent of wedge semi-angle, 0.
The frictional coefficient, ts, is typically within a range 0.1-0.4 for the steel-to-steel dry
sliding condition. If a plate tilt angle is greater than or equal to 0, the resultant sliding fric-
tional force will have the same direction as the wedge advancing direction which will pre-
vent any possible braided flap deformation. The sliding frictional force is assumed in direct
proportion to the bending force expression, Fb = Eb/ V defined in Eq. (2-13), because the
physical model construction reveals that this friction can be introduced into the cutting
mechanism mainly by the bending force acting in the normal direction of the wedge attack
surface. (The membrane deformation force at a wedge tip is balanced internally by the near
tip plastic zone so that it does not have any effect on the sliding friction.) Based on the
assumption made, the sliding friction can be formulated as follows:
Ffs = gts Fb coto . (2-18)
Note that the frictional coefficient, gs, in Eq. (2-18) is not necessarily equal to the sliding
frictional coefficient found in the literature but it can be liberated to include any additional
sliding frictional effects found in tests which has not been covered so far. For instance, the
scoring observed on the transient flap surface of Maxwell's specimens [12] will definitely
increase the frictional coefficient value. Substituting the bending force expression, Eq. (2-
13), into Eq. (2-18) yields the complete sliding frictional force equation:
•ot 1FfS = 2s " R (2-19)
where the rolling radius, R, is an unknown parameter to be optimized later in this section.
2.5.2. Machining friction
During a cutting process, the plate material near a wedge tip is plastically deformed and
separated by a wedge cutting edge. Since the cut material flows plastically near a wedge
tip, the coefficient of machining friction is much higher than that of sliding friction [29].
Tests on tool machining mechanism [28] reveal that, near a wedge tip, there exists a close
contact zone between wedge surface and cut plate material termed rake face. The rake face
is confined in a limited area close to a wedge tip, and its length along the wedge surface is
roughly around one to two times a plate thickness. Under slow cutting speed and by cutting
through a ductile material such as mild steel, it is observed that the chipped material welds
itself to the wedge tip at the rake face zone. Shear work is required to shear off the weaker
of the two contact materials across the rake face, and its value is found to be independent
of the normal force applied [28]. The energy needed to push the cut material across the rake
face is so large that the energies required to form new surfaces in front of the wedge tip are
generally insignificant so that they are neglected in the analysis [28]. The existence of rake
face in a wedge cutting process is clearly shown in several wedges used in M.I.T. laboratory
which exhibit a shiny, grounding-like, and narrow strip area along the wedge tip surface.
Because of the shearing mechanism involved in plate material movement on a rake face,
the use of machining frictional coefficient, gm, is only a convenient way to handle all the
complex phenomena behind it. At a rake face, the cutting process is very like a plane stress
indentation problem with friction being present. Tests show that, for steel-to-steel machin-
ing friction, gm is within a range of 0.6-0.7 [23]. In the following analysis, it is assumed
that the material at rake face is fully yielded and the length of rake face is equal to .- t
where ý represents the ratio of rake face length and plate thickness. Based upon the above
analysis, the machining friction force can be formulated as (Fig. 2-4):
Ffm = 2 g m 0o " cos .3 "
2.6. Transient indentation force including friction
Adding the sliding and machining frictional forces discussed in the previous section into
the derived cutting force equation, Eq. (2-17), we get the final expression for the closed-
form transient indentation force equation:
Ff =2 -o t2 ff( l,t,O) ,73 (2-21)
where the dimensionless coefficient including the frictional effects is formulated as
ff (1 , t,) = 3 R
tsin6
I
+ (1 + •scotO)2R s . tan0 + 2rm cosO .
Postulating the actual wedge force required to cut through a plate adjusts itself so as to
reach the minimum of Eq. (2-22). By minimizing ff with respect to R, i.e. dff/dR = 0,
we obtain a final expression for the optimized rolling radius including friction as:
R = 2 3tl (1+ scotO) sinO . (2-23)
Note that the above rolling radius equation is a general expression for Eq. (2-16), and it will
be used solely in the following analysis.
Substituting the above equation back into Eq. (2-22), we get the optimized dimensionless
(2-20)
(2-22)
coefficient for the transient wedge cutting force including friction as follows:
• f1* (1 + tsc t0 )
ff(l ,t,) = 2 F 3tsin1 ~3 tsin0 • tanO + 2jimcosO .
2.7. Comparison with tearing model solution
Wierzbicki and Thomas [2] derived a similar transient indentation force based on the
assumption that a fracture or split is existed in front of a wedge tip as follows:
F, --- G t2 f2 (l ,tO) , (2-25)
where the dimensionless coefficient including friction is given by
fw(l*,t,O) = 1.446 (t)
0.2[l*
St
0.4
tanO + ts
(sin 0) 0.6 (COS) 0.8 '(sinO) (cosO)
In the above equation 8t is a dimensionless parameter which is defined as the COD
(crack opening displacement) parameter normalized by the plate thickness, i.e. 8t = 8t /t.
It was assumed that this parameter is independent of the wedge indentation depth and it
fully characterizes the rigid-plastic plane stress tearing of metal sheets. The estimated value
for the parameter 8t is reported to be in the range of 0.1- 1 depending on the material tested
and plate thickness involved.
2.7.1. Cutting force vs. indentation length
By assuming that the sliding frictional coefficient is ts = 0.25, the machining frictional
(2-24)
(2-26)
coefficient is .m = 0.6, and the ratio of rake face length and plate thickness equals unity,
a series of normalized curves is plotted for several values of wedge semi-angle, 0, corre-
lating the wedge force with the indentation length (Fig. 2-5). From the diagrams, some
interesting phenomena can be observed. For example, if a wedge semi-angle, 0, and/or the
normalized indentation length, I /t, are small, there is a good chance that a direct cutting
in front of a wedge tip will occur since the cutting model, Eq. (2-22), falls between a set of
tearing model curves, Eq. (2-26), with St varying from 0.1 to 1. But one can never exclude
the possibility of having a crack running in front of a wedge tip because of the complicated
nature of the parameter 8t , e.g. dural material [1] and thick steel plate [26] generally have
lower 6t values than that of thin mild steel plate so that they tend to have a fracture instead
of a pure cut in front of a wedge tip. For a large wedge semi-angle together with a large
indentation length, a fracture will probably occur in front of a wedge tip because the cutting
model, Eq. (2-22), yields a higher cutting force than that of the tearing one. Astrup [26]
reported four thick plate wedge indentation experiments (two of them used 15 mm thick
plates and the other two 20 mm from the same material) which showed a crack running in
front of a wedge for one specimen and pure cutting for the rest of the specimens. For the
specimen reported to have a fracture in front of a wedge tip, the test curve showed a second
force drop during the cutting process (Fig. 2-11) which seldom happens under a normal test
condition. This is partially due to the transition from the pure cutting process into a fracture
failure near a wedge tip and partially due to the global inverse bending of the specimen. A
careful study of the corresponding theoretical curves (Fig. 2-5b) shows that either failure
modes, i.e. cutting or tearing failure in front of a wedge tip, can occur since there exists very
little difference between the two failure curves when 1 */t < 35 and -6 = 1.
2.7.2. Plastic zone size comparison
From the wedge cutting hypothesis, the normalized plastic zone depth expression in front
of a wedge tip can be derived from Eqs. (2-3) and (2-16) as follows:
0.5
L- =0.866 - 1 (sin0)- 0.5. (2-27)
t t
Wierzbicki and Thomas [2] derived a similar plastic zone depth expression for the tearing
model as
I 0.2 0.4 (cos 0.2 -0.6 (2-28)1.30(8J (cosoY (sinO) (2
t t
Note that no frictional effect is included in the above equations for the sake of simplicity.
Fig. 2-6 is a series of normalized curves for several wedge semi-angle values correlating
plastic zone depth with its corresponding indentation length. From those diagrams, the
same phenomena as before can be observed. First, if a wedge semi-angle, 0, and/or the rel-
ative indentation length, I /t, are small, there will be a good chance that a direct cutting at
a wedge tip will occur since Eq. (2-27) falls between a set of Eq. (2-28) curves with Bt vary-
ing from 0.1 to 1. Again one cannot exclude the possibility that a crack runs in front of a
wedge tip because of the complicated nature of St. Second, if a wedge semi-angle is large
accompanied by a large relative indentation length, a tearing failure mode will probably
occur in front of a wedge tip because Eq. (2-27) gives a larger plastic zone depth than that
of the tearing model. Since the plastic zone near a wedge tip is a local deformation process,
it is advisable not to use it as a guide for the actual failure mode interpretation. It is impor-
tant to point out again that the size effect should never be neglected in the split model solu-
tion, Eq. (2-28).
Lu [23] did an experimental investigation of the plastic zone depth, lp, near a wedge tip
for a 200 semi-angle wedge cutting through a 2 mm thick specimen. It was reported that
the 1 /t ratio is around 7 for the wedge indentation depth equal to 1 = 100 mm. The cor-
responding theoretical prediction, Eq. (2-27), under the same conditions gives 1,/t = 11,
which is in the same magnitude as the test result.
2.8. Experimental validation of the theoretical solutions
In Chapter 1, it has already been emphasized the importance of verifying the theoretical
solutions by experiments. This is because all of the assumptions made in the current theory
have both pros and cons to the final accuracy of the solution obtained. The only feasible
approach to validate the current theory is to compare it with test results. Maxwell [12] made
the first experimental investigation on the accuracy of the theoretical solutions towards the
transient indentation process. Good correlations were observed from the tests on thin steel
specimens with thickness ranging from 0.749 mm to 1.829 mm. The reader is referred to
Maxwell's work for a full coverage of his experimental verification of the current theory
presented above. Figs. 2-7, 2-8, and 2-9 are the reproduction of Maxwell's test curves
accompanied with the theoretical transient force-displacement prediction. In addition to the
Maxwell's work, three more experimental validations are provided here. Note that the fric-
tional coefficients for sliding and machining frictions are difficult to determine from wedge
indentation experiments. From the author's experience and engineering judgement, those
coefficients are assumed to be ts = 0.25 and =m  0.6 throughout the experimental val-
idations.
The first experimental result presented here was performed by Lu and Calladine [1]. A
"clean" cut of the transient wedge indentation was made through a thin plate by a triangu-
lar shaped wedge with a plate thickness of 0.9 mm and a wedge semi-angle of 200. The
specimen had a tilt angle of 100 angle to the wedge advancing direction so that the alterna-
tive folding deformation can be suppressed [2]. Fig. 2-10 shows a comparison of the theo-
retical solutions with the test result. Since the specimen had no pre-cut in front of a wedge,
the first peak load shown in the force-displacement test curve represents a transition from
initial plate bending deformation to actual transient indentation. During the first one-third
of the cutting process, both theoretical solutions discussed above give reasonable predic-
tions to the wedge force and indentation length relationship. But the remaining two-thirds
of the theoretical curves give higher wedge force values than that observed from the test.
This softening effect exhibited in the test is probably caused by the global out-of-plane flex-
ibility existed in the thin specimen.
The second and third experimental results were obtained by Astrup [26]. Both tests had
the same test set-up and were intended to obtain duplicated results on the transient inden-
tation through thick plates. A "clean" cut was observed in test No. Pl-15 by using a trian-
gular shaped wedge with a plate thickness of 15 mm and a wedge semi-angle of 300. The
specimen had a tilt angle of 100 to the wedge advancing direction so that the flaps will be
formed on one side of the plate only [2]. However, test No. P2-15 showed an alternative
braided flap deformation pattern. This is because that the plate tilt angle is probably not
large enough so that the out-of-plane frictional force could not be counteracted in this case.
Both specimens were seen to have a large, global out-of-plane deformation pattern which
contributes an additional bending energy term to the total energy rate expression. For thick
plates, the contribution of this global bending energy is significant compared to all other
deformation energies. That is why the test curves exhibit steep slopes than those from the
theoretical solutions because the current theory does not take the global bending deforma-
tion into account (Fig. 2-11). Although differences are observed in Fig. 2-11, a comparison
of those curves shows that the theory captures the main features of the transient indentation
characteristics.
The experimental validations presented so far confirm the correctness of the current the-
oretical solutions for a wide range of plate thickness and wedge semi-angle. Size effect has
been captured by the theory.
2.9. Discussions and conclusions
A theoretical analysis for the transient indentation process is performed in this chapter with
a closed-form solution derived. For the complete theory of the transient indentation analy-
sis, two hypotheses are presented in the literature covering all the possible failure modes in
front of a wedge tip, i.e. tearing and cutting failure modes. Both assumptions are proved to
be valid depending on the controlling parameters of an actual problem. For example, a large
wedge semi-angle and certain brittle material might have a tearing failure in front of a
wedge tip during a transient indentation. Also, a transformation from cutting to tearing fail-
ure may happen for a deep wedge indentation even though a wedge semi-angle is small.
But, for the majority of the transient indentation problem, cutting failure is dominant at a
wedge tip.
Comparisons between the two kinematic models show that a cutting failure in front of a
wedge tip is most probable when a small indentation depth and/or a sharp wedge is used,
whereas a tearing failure may happen for a deep indentation and/or a dull wedge.
The current theory deals with the case of wedge indentation through an infinitely wide
plate only, which implies that the flaps can curl freely. If stiffeners are presented in a spec-
imen, the bent-up flaps may be caught up by the reinforcements which will definitely intro-
duce a sudden rise of the indentation force because of the additional deformation energy
introduced into the system. Little [18] and Paik [34] observed such failure mode from their
experiments. Modifications of the current theory are needed to handle this special case.
Fig. 2-1 Kinematic model for transient wedge indentation
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Chapter 3
Theoretical Study of steady-state wedge cutting process
3.1. Introduction
In this chapter, theoretical study on a steady-state wedge cutting through a wide plate are
performed based on the observations of typical test results and simple physical model con-
structions. The analysis is aimed to model the actual ship hull grounding damage scenario
when a ship is aground upon a sharp undersea rock and its hull is cut through under a rela-
tively constant speed. Closed-form solutions of the problem are derived in this chapter by
first equating the total internal energy rate to the external work rate and then minimizing
the rate of internal energy dissipation. In Chapter 5, the theoretical results are to be com-
pared with the small and large scale experimental results to validate the accuracy of the the-
ory. The phenomena of a steady-state wedge cutting were observed and reported by many
experimenters, including Lu and Calladine [1], Yahiaoui et al. [14], and Astrup [26]. The
complex nature of the problem clearly transpires from a careful inspection of the experi-
mental results, which mainly involves a central separation of the plate material and the for-
mation of steady-state flaps bent on one side of the plate plane.
The steady-state wedge cutting process should be clearly distinguished from the transient
wedge indention process studied extensively in Chapter 2, because the steady-state failure
mode is much more complicated than the previous case. In addition to the deformations
found from a typical transient indentation process, the steady-state failure is seen to have a
unique deformation pattern: membrane tension and compression deformations in the flap
transition zones shown in Fig. 3-1.
Two kinematic models for the steady-state cutting process are proposed here in order to
capture the typical failure modes observed from different test results. Our first model,
termed curling flap model, assumes that a flap is composed of two cylindrical surfaces con-
nected smoothly by a toroidal transition zone (shaded area in Fig. 3-4a). The second model,
called upright flap model, consists of three flat bent-up segments for one flap with a trian-
gular-shaped transition zone (Fig. 3-4b). Both models have their merits, i.e. one kinematic
model might give a better failure prediction than the other in certain cases as will be seen
in the sequel. For example, the first model gives good results for cases when a wedge angle
is acute and the B/t ratio (ratio of wedge half shoulder width to plate thickness) is small,
whereas the second model is mainly used for analyzing a blunt wedge cutting process.
Comparing the mathematical involvement encountered in both models, the curling flap
model requires more computational efforts, while the upright flap model leads to a simple
algebra.
In this chapter, the closed-form solutions for a steady-state indentation process are
derived for both of the kinematic models presented above. The theoretical analysis involves
primarily the following steps: (i) establishment of kinematically admissible models for the
steady-state cutting process; (ii) calculation of energy dissipation rates corresponding to
each individual deformation mechanisms; (iii) derivation of closed-form cutting force
expressions for each kinematic model by applying the energy postulation discussed above;
and (iv) adding frictional effects into the closed-form solutions. The validation of the ana-
lytical solutions and the corresponding kinematics with typical experimental results are
presented in Chapter 5.
3.2. Characteristics of steady-state wedge cutting process
Under a steady-state wedge cutting process, a plate is first separated at a wedge tip and then
curls up into two flaps on both sides of the wedge attack surfaces. A typical "clean" cut
implies that the curling flaps bend only on one side of the plate plane, i.e. no braided flap
deformations (Fig. 3-3) are allowed. As in the case of a transient cutting process, the tran-
sient flaps undergo bending along two inclined plastic moving hinges. In order for a steady-
state wedge cutting process to initiate, a wedge must have a limited width, which yields
either a triangular-shaped or a shouldered wedge. Under a steady-state indentation process,
the transient flaps have been stretched significantly in order to form a transition zone which
smoothly connects the transient and stable flaps (Fig. 3-5). By a careful examination of cut
specimens and a simple physical model construction, two kinematic models are proposed:
curling and upright flap models (Fig. 3-4), which is meant to capture the characteristics of
the steady-state cutting process from the different point of view. The kinematic models
assume a close contact existed between the stable flaps and the wedge shoulder surfaces,
but this restriction can be easily relaxed. In the following analysis, friction is considered to
be independent to the steady-state cutting force derivation and it will be included after the
primary cutting force expressions have been derived.
3.3. Steady-state cutting analysis using curling flap model
This section analyzes the curling flap model (Fig. 3-4a) theoretically with a closed-form
solution of the steady-state wedge force derived.
3.3.1. Plastic zone near a wedge tip
In all the experiments performed at M.I.T. with a sharp wedge of a semi-angle 0 = 300 or
0 = 450, it is observed that a wedge tip is always in direct contact with the plate specimens
(Maxwell [12], Yahiaoui et al. [14], Trauth [20], and Thomas [22]). Such a situation is
referred to as plate cutting as opposed to plate fracture and/or tearing where a wedge force
is applied at a remote location causing fracture process in front of a wedge tip. Accordingly,
it is assumed in the current model that a wedge tip coincides with a plate crack, which is
confirmed experimentally by many mild metal specimens [1]. The large stress and strain
observed near a wedge tip generally cause the plate material to yield around a wedge tip.
'The shape and size of a near-tip plastic zone was measured experimentally and reported by
Lu [23]. His test results showed that a finite area surrounding a wedge tip undergoes a mem-
brane deformation under the in-plane plastic flow. (Note that a part of the plastic zone in
Lu's test photograph is due to the machining process to be discussed in Section 3.3.10.)
The plastic zone depth along the wedge advancing direction is denoted as 1p (Fig. 3-5).
Lu measured from his specimens that the 1P value is around seven times of the plate thick-
ness for a wedge semi-angle equal to 200 with a plate tilt angle 200. It is believed that the
plastic zone size varies according to the controlling geometric parameters like wedge
shape, plate thickness, and inclination angle; although, under a given steady-state cutting
condition, IP will remain constant. Based on the physical model construction, it is assumed
that the near-tip plastic zone on a plate is extended from a wedge tip to the intersection of
two inclined transient plastic hinges having a depth (Fig. 3-6):
1 = R (3-1)P sine'
where R is a constant rolling radius of the curling flaps to be discussed below, and 0 is a
wedge semi-angle. Note that the above equation does not explicitly take plate inclination
into account. But it implies that, with the increment of a plate tilt angle, the near-tip plastic
zone depth increases accordingly. This is because, in reality, 0 should be calculated by a
wedge angle projected on the plate plane (Fig. 3-16) which produces a smaller angle than
the actual wedge angle. This, in turn, yields a larger plastic zone size according to Eq. (3-
1). Since the plastic zone size is confined to the range only several plate thickness long, it
is safe to neglect the bending deformation induced by the eccentricity of a wedge force in
that zone. To further simplify our analysis, it is assumed that the plate tilt angle is zero,
which can be easily corrected by using the wedge angle projection method discussed.
In a near-tip plastic zone, the membrane deformation rate in the direction normal to the
cutting velocity was analyzed by Wierzbicki and Thomas [2]. By considering the compat-
ibility of the transverse displacement and velocity fields, they derived a simplified expres-
sion for the separation velocity near a wedge tip as follows:
vx= O,
V tan0 x for xl<p, (3-2)
V tan0 , for x > P,
where V is the wedge advancing velocity, and x is the coordinate along x-axis with its ori-
gin at the intersection of two inclined moving hinges as shown in Fig. 3-5.
For a very blunt wedge, such as a wedge having a semi-circular shape, a crack can be
initiated and run in front of a wedge tip. This has been clearly demonstrated in one of the
tests run by Maxwell [12]. The case with a crack running ahead of a wedge tip was studied
theoretically by Wierzbicki and Thomas [2]. It was found that the size of a near-tip plastic
zone is controlled by the Crack Tip Opening Displacement (CTOD) parameter 8t. From
their study, it can be concluded that the dependence of the wedge indentation force on the
magnitude of 8t was very weak.
The question whether a wedge indentation leads to a cutting or fracture failure has been
subjected to a debate in the literature. Atkins [24] argued for the latter viewpoint while Lu
and Calladine [1] and Calladine [25] defended the former. We believe that either situation
can develop, depending on the scale of the problem. As already mentioned, in all thin and
mild steel plates up to the thickness of t = 2 mm, no cracks were found at a wedge tip.
However, for the intermediate scale experiments conducted at the DnV facility in Bergen
on plates with t = 15 mm, cracks were clearly seen in front of the wedge tip [26].
3.3.2. Kinematics of transient flaps
When transient flaps bend up on both sides of a wedge, they form instantaneous cylindrical
surfaces. It was argued [2] that it is highly unlikely that other geometric shapes, e.g. double
curvature flaps or conical flaps, are able to develope because the former would require a
considerable membrane deformation in addition to bending which would greatly increase
the amount of energy involved, while the latter would cause the wedge to lose contact with
flap surfaces which is contrary to experimental observations. The radius of the cylindrical
surface is denoted by R. This so-called "rolling radius" R is an increasing function of the
wedge indentation length in the transient indentation process [2] but remains a constant
under the steady-state cutting process. The center line for a cylindrical transient flap is
located at a distance R from the original plate plane, and the angle between the center line
and the wedge indentation direction is equal to the wedge semi-angle, 0 (Fig. 3-4a). The
inclined plastic moving hinge line of a transient flap lies in the original plate plane and is
parallel to the center line of the cylindrical transient flap. It was observed from the experi-
ments that the plastic hinge moves at the same speed as that of a wedge advancement, V.
3.3.3. Kinematics of stable flaps
The construction of a curling flap model for a steady-state cutting process is based on the
assumption that the stable flaps deform into a cylindrical surface and have the same radius
as that of a transient flap. The boundary between the stable cylindrical flaps and the unde-
formed plate lies in the original plate plane which is a straight line parallel to the wedge
advance direction. The radius of the stable flaps, R, is an unknown parameter of the prob-
lem to be determined in the course of the solution. As shown in Fig. 3-5, a stable flap is
assumed to have a direct contact with a wedge shoulder surface which is not always true
from experimental observations. Fortunately, it is easy to incorporate such a phenomenon
into the derived closed-form wedge force solution by using the actual stable flap opening
dimension in place of the wedge shoulder width 2B.
3.3.4. Kinematics of transition zone
In all the reported steady-state cutting experiments, it is seen that there exists a smoothly
curved transition zone connecting the cylindrical surfaces of the transient and stable flaps.
This transition zone has a double curvature surface (a segment of the toroidal surface) and
its small toroidal radius must be equal to the rolling radius R of both transient and stable
flaps. According to the physical model construction, it is found that the membrane defor-
mations are induced in the transition zone by first stretching the transient flap in order to
form the transition zone surface and then compressing the transition zone material back into
zero size to conform the stable flap geometry. Depending on the controlling parameters of
a problem, this large in-plane compressive force might cause the plate structure in the stable
flap region to buckle. Periodical buckling wave forms along stable flaps are observed in
several steady-state cutting specimens (Fig. 3-2). The process of first stretching then com-
pressing the flap material under a steady-state wedge indentation process has not been doc-
umented in any literature dealing with the plate cutting problems so far. In the following
analysis, the geometry and the membrane deformation energy inside the transition zone
will be studied in the following sections.
3.3.5. Simplification of transition zone geometry
The geometry of a toroidal surfaced transition zone will definitely lead to a very compli-
cated mathematical computation without the guarantee of additional accuracy. Therefore,
it is a good idea to simplify the transition zone geometry in the first place. By acknowledg-
ing the fact that the principle of virtual work usually gives an upper bound solution, it can
reasonably be assumed that the transition zone is simply constructed by a family of straight
lines connecting the corresponding points on both sides of the transient and stable flap
boundaries (Fig. 3-6). This hypothesis will definitely underestimate the internal deforma-
tion energy with a second-order error, but it greatly simplifies the mathematical computa-
tions encountered in the analysis. Part of the deformation energy relieved due to the
adoption of the approximate transition zone proposed will be compensated by the overes-
timation of other deformation energies discussed later. But the validity of this geometry
simplification can only be checked by experimental results which will be discussed in
Chapter 5.
The distance, u, representing the straight line length inside the approximate transition
zone and the amount of transient flap stretching, is calculated in Appendix A. Its mathemat-
ical expression has the following form:
u = R Q, (3-3)
in which the dimensionless coefficient, Q, is formulated as
Q= [cos -cos (C)]2 + [sin0 - Csin (CO) -S2] +S2 [C-_ sin (C )]
where C = cos and S = sine. Note that this distance expression is in direct proportion
to the rolling radius, R. A parametric study also reveals that u is approximately in direct
proportion to a wedge semi-angle, 0, but it is a parabolic function of the rolling angle, 0.
Based on the parametric study results, Eq. (3-3) can be approximated as
u = 0.32R 0 #2. (3-4)
Eq. (3-4) is compared graphically with its original form in Fig. 3-7 for 0 in a range from 0
to 1800. When a wedge semi-angle, 0, is small, Eq. (3-4) will overestimate the distance,
u, by roughly 12% for a 0 near 900. However, if 0 is greater than 900, the error becomes
small. Also the difference between the actual and the approximate distance equations
reduces rapidly with the increment of wedge semi-angle for a fixed rolling angle, 0. The
analytical result shown in Section 3.5.3. proves that the j value is always greater than 900
which explains why the error induced by using Eq. (3-4) in the cutting force solution is neg-
ligible. The physical model construction (Fig. 3-5) indicates that the maximum rolling
angle, 4 tmax' is again a function of the rolling radius, R, as follows:
B+R
max B+R (3-5) ax R
where B is the half width of a wedge shoulder. Note that Eq. (3-5) is valid only for
900 •5 < 1800 which is always true for the curling flap model (Refer Section 3.5.3.).
3.3.6. Internal energy rate under steady-state wedge cutting process
Based on the above discussions, we are able to study the mechanisms of plate deformation
and separation under a steady-state wedge cutting process thoroughly. In order to simplify
the problem even further with an acceptable accuracy in mind, several more assumptions
are made:
(i) Plate material is assumed to be rigid-perfectly plastic with an average flow
stress, Yo. Its value can be either determined from tensile tests or calculated from
hardness test results. A precise definition of flow stress is presented in Ref. [27]
which completely clarifies many reader's misunderstanding and confusion about
the concept of flow stress.
(ii) It is assumed that both bending and membrane deformation modes have the same
flow stress, oo . But this assumption can be easily relaxed by allowing different
flow stresses in different regions, depending on the level of average strain.
(iii) The plastic interaction between bending moment and membrane force is
neglected in the plastic zones near a wedge tip and inside a transition zone. This
hypothesis will overestimate the actual rate of energy dissipation in the mem-
brane action and will partially compensate the energy lost by ignoring the bend-
ing energy in the near-tip and transition zones and the underestimation of
membrane energy in transition zones.
(iv) Plastic shear strain is ignored. The validity of this assumption has been discussed
in detail by Wierzbicki and Thomas [2].
(v) Plastic work in the near-tip zone is predominantly dissipated by the diffused
mode. In other words, no local necking is considered and the plate thickness is
taken to be constant. In most of our experiments the torn free edge of the plate is
seen to have a considerable thinning due to high tensile strains at the near-tip
region. This interaction between the primary (near tip) and secondary (transi-
tional) membrane zones is not taken into account in the current analysis.
(vi) Plate material obeys von Mises yield criterion. Under the plane stress condition,
the criterion can be expressed as:
0 -_ G + 0G2 + 302 = 2 (3-6)
xx xx yy yy xy o'
where Oxx' oxy, and ayy are the in-plane components of stress tensor. The cor-
responding flow rule gives:
xx =  (2xx 
- a ),
yy = (20yy - Ox ) , (3-7)
X = 6?Xrxy xy
3.3.7. Bending energy rate
Under a steady-state wedge cutting process, all the bending energies involved are concen-
trated in the two inclined plastic moving hinges (Fig. 3-5) and no work is done in the curled
flap itself. The transient flap is observed to rotate as a rigid body about its plastic hinge line,
OP. The length of an inclined plastic hinge, I = OP, is a function of half shoulder width,
B, rolling radius, R, and wedge semi-angle, 0, as shown below:
B+R1 = sin (3-8)
The above equation is correct only when the rolling angle, 0, is greater than 900 which is
always true for the curling flap model (Refer Section 3.5.3.). For a rigid-perfectly plastic
material, the out-of-plate plastic bending moment under the plane-strain condition per unit
length along the moving hinge is
M= o j , t (3-9)
where t is the plate thickness. The rate of flap rotation, 6, along an inclined plastic moving
hinge is related to rolling radius, R, wedge semi-angle, 0, and wedge advancing velocity,
V. The condition of kinematic continuity leads to the following relationship:
Vn Vsin0
S- -(3-10)R R '
where Vn is the normal component of V to the cylindrical center line of a transient flap. For
a given rate of rotation, 0, the rate of bending energy is defined as
Eb = 2 Mo 16). (3-11)
In the steady-state cutting process, substituting Eqs. (3-8) - (3-10) into Eq. (3-11) yields the
rate of bending energy expression:
2b 2 G t2 B+R Vsin9b= 2 'o 4 sin0 R
(3-12)
4 Go t B+R
= V.
- 4 R
3.3.8. Membrane energy rate
As mentioned earlier, there are two localized membrane deformation zones in a steady-state
wedge cutting process: plastic zone near a wedge tip, and transition zone between transient
and stable flaps. The rate of membrane energy under the plane stress condition is defined as:
Em = t Gap ap dS, (3-13)
S
where S denotes an area in a membrane displacement zone, and Gap and ap are the com-
ponents of stress and strain rate tensors, respectively. The strain rate tensor is defined as:
1
tp = 1 ("La, + ti, a) , (3-14)
where ii, = (vX, vy) are the components of the velocity vector projected in x- and y-
directions. The above equation carries the assumption that the small out-of-plane displace-
ment near a wedge tip and the bending deformation in the toroidal transition zone are
neglected in the strain calculation which will give an underestimation to the total internal
energy rate formulated.
When a wedge cuts through a plate, the component of the strain rate in the direction of
wedge motion, txx, should be zero in a near-tip plastic zone. The validity of such an
assumption is obvious from the observation of the test results [1], because the material in
the front of a wedge tip would accumulate if 9xx were not zero. According to assumption
(iv), txy is also taken to be zero.
Based upon the above discussions and an additional assumption that the plane strain con-
dition exists both in the near-tip plastic zone and along a flap edge, i.e. cxx = a y/2, the
in-plane membrane energy rate, Eq. (3-13), can be expressed as:
Em = t o yy2 dS (3-15)
where S is a membrane deformation area which, for a steady-state cutting process, includes
two zones discussed above: near-tip plastic zone and transition zone. The contributions of
each zone towards the membrane energy rate are to be calculated individually next.
3.3.8.1. Membrane energy rate near wedge tip
Fig. 3-5 shows that a zone in front of a wedge tip locally undergoes out-of-plane bending
and in-plane membrane deformations, which causes plate material to yield in that area. This
plastic zone extends in the y-direction to a boundary, 8 (x) , beyond which the material
behaves elastically. Lu's experimental result [23] reveals that this plastic zone is confined
in a small region extending about several times the plate thickness around a wedge tip. The
actual shape of this plastic zone is not important in the calculation of the membrane energy
rate in that zone as will see in sequel. The controlling factors are the plastic zone depth, I,
which is measured from the wedge tip to x = 0 and is equated in Eq. (3-1), and the y-direc-
tion separation velocity, vy (x) , in the plastic zone, Eq. (3-2).
Substituting Eqs. (3-1), (3-2), and (3-14) into the above integration, Eq. (3-15), we get
the membrane energy rate in the near-tip plastic zone [2]:
2 dvy
ml = t • -dY dxdy
2t -2 0o Vy y= dx
o vF (3-16)
- =c 3 tl VtanO
4 R
- ot V.
= 3 O cos0
In the above derivation, Vy is taken as zero at the elasto-plastic boundary in the near wedge
tip plastic zone.
3.3.8.2. Membrane energy rate in transition zone
Section 3.3.5. described the procedure how the toroidal shaped transition zone between the
transient and stable flaps is approximated into a simple surface constructed by a family of
straight lines. The approximate expression for the material stretching inside a transition
zone, u of Eq. (3-4), will be used here to compute the membrane energy rate, Em2, contrib-
uted by the transition zone membrane deformation. As discussed in Section 3.3.4., Em2
consists of two stage deformations: (i) stretching of the transient flap to form a transition
zone surface, and (ii) compressing of the same zone back to conform the stable flap geom-
etry. The energies of these two stages are generally not equal. The ratio of total vs. stretch-
ing energies is defined as y. As will be proved in Chapter 4, the value of y can be taken as
unity if a stable flap buckles or two if a stable flap has a smooth surface [1]. A local coor-
dinate system, -rl , is introduced on the simplified transition zone surface: the rl-axis is
along the direction of material stretching streamline and the ý-axis follows the stable flap
curling direction (Fig. 3-5). Note that ý = R4. In the local coordinate system the compo-
nents of the velocity strains and the rate of separation displacement are as follows:
S= 5n = 0,
nn =rl ' (3-17)
ti () = 0.320tan0 - V R )
R(B + R) '
where the expression for ai () is derived in Appendix B. Based upon the above analysis,
the membrane energy rate due to the transition zone membrane deformation can be formu-
lated as
Em2 = y 0  dS
=Y[21R (7) ta !d ¶odJdr]
B+R4 2ot I lr d (3-18)
0 0
B+R
4= 0.32 tan0 O 2d
4y d= ao t Vtan0o ,
where d represents the maximum material stretching in the transition zone, which equals
the distance between points A and B in Fig. 3-5. The mathematical expression for d can be
derived from Eqs. (3-4) and (3-5) as follows:
2  0.320 (B + R)
2
d = 0.32R max = R (3-19)
3.3.8.3. Total membrane energy rate
The total membrane energy rate is the sum of Eqs. (3-16) and (3-18):
Em = Emi + Em 2 , (3-20)
i.e.
Em 43 Got [ c--0•+d-tanO V. (3-21)
In order to express Em as a direct function of R, the simplified expression for d, Eq. (3-19),
is used in the above equation which produces an approximate equation for Ekm:
4 R (B+R)2Em = O t +0.32y6 tan0 - V. (3-22)
m 3 o coso R
3.3.9. Wedge force under steady-state cutting process
Under the process of a steady-state wedge cutting through a wide metal plate, an external
force, F, is applied on the wedge in order to separate plate material in front of a wedge tip
and to bend flaps along inclined moving hinges. Equating the rate of external work, i.e. the
product of wedge cutting force, F, and the corresponding moving velocity, V, to the rate
of total internal energy dissipation yields:
FV = Eb + Em, (3-23)
where Eb and Em are the bending and membrane energy rates, respectively. Note that the
work loss due to friction is not a second order term and it will be taken into account in the
next section.
The rates of bending energy and membrane energy have already been formulated in Eqs.
(3-12) and (3-21), respectively. Substituting them into Eq. (3-23) and canceling the com-
mon term V on both sides of the equation, we obtain a closed-form solution for the steady-
state wedge cutting force as follows:
F = 4 a t2 R + os + ytan d . (3-24)3 o 4R 3t coss
To express F as a function of R, the simplified expression for d, Eq. (3-19), is used to
replace the distance d in Eq. (3-24). The resulting equilibrium is
4 2 B+R R 1F 4 • + R - s + 0.32y(B+jR tane . (3-25)
The above wedge cutting force expression is seen to be a direct function of the rolling
radius, R, which is an unknown parameter to be determined. It is postulated that the actual
wedge force required to cut through a plate should have the minimum value of Eq. (3-25).
By minimizing F with respect to R, i.e. dF/dR = 0, we obtain the optimized rolling
radius expression as:
0.75 (t/B) cose + 0.320 ye sine
R = B+0.32 sin (3-26)1 + 0.32 y 0 sin6
Substituting the above equation back into Eq. (3-25), we obtain the optimized wedge cut-
ting force expression as follows:
F =2 Jat2 f(R) , (3-27)
where the dimensionless function f(R) can be expressed as follows:
f(R) = 2 B+R R 1 0.32 B+R tan l (3-28)
4R 3t c •0 ose. 3 2  R tan
and R is the optimized rolling radius expressed in Eq. (3-26).
3.3.10. Frictional force study
Friction has significant influences to a plate cutting process. It not only increases the wedge
force needed to cut through a plate but also controls the deformed flap shape. For example,
owing to the unbalanced frictional force existed in the out-of-plane direction, braided flaps
are observed in tests for plate specimens with no title angle towards the cutting force direc-
tion (Fig. 3-3). During his wedge cutting tests, Lu [23] tried to use the unloading and re-
loading technique to determine the frictional effects on the total wedge cutting force. It was
found that the machining friction can seldom be reduced by the lubrication method and sug-
gested that the total frictional force might significantly contribute to the total cutting force.
Careful study of frictional mechanisms reveals that there exist two distinct frictional
forces in a wedge cutting process (Fig. 3-8). One is sliding friction existed between wedge
surface and transient flaps, which is a normally encountered frictional effect. Wierzbicki
and Thomas included the sliding friction in their analysis of transient wedge cutting force
and correctly formulated the frictional force component [2]. The second frictional effect is
a machining frictional force at a wedge tip, which has a much larger frictional coefficient
than that of a simple sliding friction case but is limited to a very narrow region. Both fric-
tional forces have constant values under a steady-state wedge cutting process and their con-
tributions will be added directly to the derived cutting force expression derived, Eq. (3-27),
as independent terms. The effect of sliding friction is postulated to be in direct proportion
to the corresponding force terms in Eq. (3-27) producing transient extension and bending
of the flaps. The machining friction is an independent term which is governed purely by the
problem geometry, such as plate thickness, wedge angle, and plate tilt angle [28].
3.3.10.1. Sliding friction
The derivation of sliding frictional force, Ff,, follows exactly the same procedures as pro-
posed by Wierzbicki and Thomas [2]. This frictional force exists between wedge attack sur-
faces and transient flaps, and it acts in the out-of-plane direction which is against the
transient flap sliding movement. The velocity of this relative sliding movement is found to
be equal to the wedge advancing velocity, V, and it is independent of wedge semi-angle, 0.
The frictional coefficient, gs, is typically within a range 0.1-0.4 for the steel-to-steel dry
sliding condition. If a plate tilt angle is greater than or equal to 0, the resultant sliding fric-
tional force will have the same direction as the wedge advancing direction which will pre-
vent any possible braided flap deformation. The sliding frictional force is assumed in direct
proportion to the bending force expression, Fb = Eb/V defined in Eq. (3-12), and the
membrane force expression in the transition zones, Fm2 = Pm2/ V defined in Eq. (3-18).
This membrane force contribution to the sliding frictional force is believed to be initiated
by the introduction of an additional normal force between wedge attack surface and tran-
sient flap. (The membrane deformation force at a wedge tip is balanced internally by the
near tip plastic zone so that it does not have any effect on the sliding friction.) Based on the
assumption made above, the sliding friction can be formulated as:
Ffs = ,s (Fb + Fm 2) cot0 , (3-29)
Note that the frictional coefficient, ts, in Eq. (3-29) is not necessarily equal to the sliding
frictional coefficient found in the literature but it can be liberated to include any additional
sliding frictional effects found in tests which has not been covered so far. For instance, the
scoring observed on the transient flap surface of Maxwell's specimens [12] will definitely
increase the frictional coefficient value. Substituting the force expressions from Eqs. (3-12)
and (3-18) into Eq. (3-29) yields the complete sliding frictional force equation:
(B + R) YO t 0.43,y(B +s R) .o cot0 + t (B+R) - 01 (3-30)FfS="i  Js R tL"
3.3.10.2. Machining friction
During a plate cutting process, the plate material near a wedge tip is plastically deformed
and separated by a wedge cutting edge. Since the cut material flows plastically at a wedge
tip, the coefficient of machining friction is much higher than that of sliding friction [29].
Tests on tool machining mechanism [28] reveal that, near a wedge tip, there exists a close
contact zone between wedge surface and cut plate material termed rake face. The rake face
is confined in a limited area close to a wedge tip, and its length along the wedge surface is
roughly around one to two times a plate thickness. Under slow cutting speed and by cutting
through a ductile material such as mild steel, it is observed that the chipped material welds
itself to the wedge tip at the rake face. Shear work is required to shear off the weaker of the
two contact materials across the rake face, and its value is found to be independent of the
normal force applied [28]. The energy needed to push the cut material across the rake face
is so large that the energies required to form new surfaces in front of the wedge tip are gen-
erally insignificant so that they are neglected in our analysis [28]. The existence of rake face
in a wedge cutting process is clearly shown in several wedges used in M.I.T. laboratory
which exhibit a shiny, grounding-like, and narrow strip area along the wedge tip surface.
Because of the shearing mechanism involved in plate material movement on a rake face,
the use of machining frictional coefficient, g1 ,, is only a convenient way to handle all the
complex phenomena behind it. At a rake face, the cutting process is very like a plane stress
indentation problem with friction being present. Tests show that, for steel-to-steel machin-
ing friction, gm is within a range of 0.6-0.7 [23]. In the following analysis, it is assumed
that the material at rake face is fully yielded and the length of rake face is equal to Q - t
where ý represents the ratio of rake face length and plate thickness. Based upon the above
analysis, the machining friction force can be formulated as (Fig. 3-9):
Ffm =- 2 m  o  t2cos0 . (3-31)T35
3.3.11. Steady-state wedge cutting force including friction
Adding the sliding and machining frictional forces obtained in the previous section into the
derived cutting force expression, Eq. (3-27), we get the final expression for the closed-form
steady-state cutting force equation:
Ff = -=o0 t2 ff(R) , (3-32)
where the dimensionless coefficient including the frictional effects is formulated as
B+R R 1
+ 0.32 4R (1 + gscotO) + tan + cos
Postulating the actual wedge force equation derived above adjusts itself to the minimum of
Eq. (3-33). The optimized rolling radius R can then be formulated by minimizing the above
function with respect to R, i.e. Dff / DR = 0, which yields:
R= B
t-
(3-34)
3.3.12. Simplification of the cutting force expression
A parametric study on Eq. (3-33) (Section 3.3.13.) reveals that the bending energy has little
contribution towards the total wedge cutting force, so that it is safe to neglect its corre-
sponding terms from the total wedge cutting force expression for the purposes of simplicity
and energy reduction. (Remember that the energy theorem is an upper bound approxima-
tion of the problem.) Removing the bending energy term from Eq. (3-33), we obtain a sim-
plified closed-form solution for the steady-state wedge cutting force:
2 o t2Fs fs(R) = Mo s(R) , (3-35)
,F3 4
where the dimensionless coefficient is
2
fs(R) = 8 { - 0- +0.32 7 (l +g Coto) 0 tanO + gmcos0 . (3-36)
The optimized rolling radius R in Eq. (3-36) can be determined by minimizing the above
resisting force with respect to R, i.e. afsl/R = 0, which yields:
Rs =B (3-37)
Substitute the above optimized rolling radius expression into Eq. (3-36), one can conclude
that the simplified steady-state wedge cutting force expression is in direct proportion to the
B/t ratio which is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 3-10.
3.3.13. Parametric study of complete and simplified solutions
In the previous two sections, both complete and simplified wedge force expressions have
been derived. In this section, a comparison is performed between the complete wedge force
expression, Eq. (3-32), and the simplified one, Eq. (3-35). For the practical purposes, some
of the controlling parameters are limited to the ranges of interests for our current research
and application:
* Plate thickness, t, varies between 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm;
* Half wedge shoulder width, B, varies between 5 mm and 50 mm;
* Wedge semi-angle, 0, varies between 300 and 450;
* Sliding frictional coefficient, gs, varies between 0 and 0.5;
* Machining frictional coefficient, g.m, varies between 0 and 1.
Other parameters are given as fixed numbers:
* Ratio of total vs. stretching energies in transition zone is y = 1 by assuming that
stable flaps are not compressed back but buckled instead;
* Ratio of rake face length and plate thickness for machining friction is C = 1.5.
3.3.13.1. Effect of half wedge shoulder width B variation
Fig. 3-10 shows the wedge indentation force versus half wedge shoulder width, B, for sev-
eral values of wedge semi-angle, 0, and plate thickness, t. The relative difference between
the complete and simplified wedge force solutions is seen to be small when the B/t ratio
is large. For instance, when the B/t ratio is greater than 20, the error is within 10% which
is a good estimation for such a complicated problem. Also from Fig. 3-10, it is observed
that the variation of wedge semi-angle, 0, has little effect on the difference between the
complete and simplified results. Fig. 3-10 confirms the assumption that the wedge force, F,
is a linear function of half wedge shoulder width, B, when B/t Ž 5.
3.3.13.2. Effect of plate thickness t variation
A dependence of the cutting force on plate thickness, t, for several values of wedge semi-
angle, 0, and half wedge shoulder width, B, is demonstrated in Fig. 3-11. From the set of
figures, it is quite evident that the difference between the complete and simplified wedge
force solutions is small when the B/t ratio is large. Also from Fig. 3-11, it is observed that
an error between the complete and simplified results is independent of wedge semi-angle
0. Fig. 3-11 (a) shows a nonlinear relationship between wedge force, F, and plate thick-
ness, t, when the B/t ratio is small indicating that both bending and membrane resistances
contribute to the solution. For a large B/t ratio, the membrane energy predominates and
the wedge cutting force becomes a linear function of t.
3.3.13.3. Effect of wedge semi-angle 0 variation
Fig. 3-12 shows the effect of a varying wedge semi-angle, 0, for several values of plate
thickness, t, and two chosen values of half wedge shoulder width: B = 5 mm in Fig. 3-12
(a) and B = 50 mm in Fig. 3-12 (b). From the set of figures, it is evident that the difference
between the complete and simplified results is small when the Bit ratio is large. Fig. 3-12
also shows a nonlinear relationship between wedge force, F, and wedge semi-angle, 0. It
should be noted that F tends to infinity when 0 -> 900 indicating that some other failure
mechanisms such as concertina tearing must take over to render the indentation force finite.
3.3.13.4. Effect of sliding frictional coefficient gs variation
The effect of varying the sliding frictional coefficient, ps, plate thickness, t, and half wedge
shoulder width, B, is shown in Fig. 3-13. From the set of figures, it is evident that the dif-
ference between the complete and simplified results is small when the Bit ratio is large.
Fig. 3-13 also shows a linear relationship between wedge force, F, and sliding friction
coefficient, ts . Because the sliding friction contributes very little to the solution, the slope
of F vs. .s curve is very small.
3.3.13.5. Effect of machining frictional coefficient gm variation
Fig. 3-14 shows that the effect of the machining friction coefficient, [Lm , for the complete
and simplified solutions is very weak for the given ranges of plate thickness, t, and half
wedge shoulder width, B. From the set of figures, it is evident that the difference between
the complete and simplified results is small when the B/t ratio is large. Fig. 3-14 also dem-
onstrates a linear relationship between wedge force, F, and machining friction coefficient,
3.3.14. Energy partition in the simplified total wedge force, F
Fig. 3-15 shows a distribution of three contributing deformation mechanisms to the total
wedge force as a function of half wedge shoulder width, B, for several values of plate thick-
ness, t = 0.5 - 1.5 mm. It is shown that the membrane energy in a transition zone contrib-
utes most to the total wedge cutting force value. The second major contributing mechanism
is the membrane energy near a wedge tip. At the same time, the energy loss due to the
machining friction has such a small influence to the total work done that it can safely be
neglected. As discussed in the previous section, the bending contribution has already been
removed from the simplified cutting force expression, Eq. (3-35). This partition of different
energy contributions towards the total cutting force value is representative to almost all the
cases considered in this dissertation. Based on the results presented in Fig. 3-10, the above
conclusions will also apply to the complete solution, Eq. (3-32).
3.4. Steady-state cutting analysis using upright flap model
The kinematic model presented in Fig. 3-4b provides a basis for making a less rigorous but
quick estimate on the steady-state wedge indentation force. In this model, all the flaps are
assumed to be flat and bent up perpendicular to the original plate plane. As before, the plate
material resists the wedge motion by developing bending deformation in the transient flaps
and membrane action in the near-tip zone and transition zones. The following analysis
adopt the same procedures presented in the curling model study (Section 3.3): first, each of
the energy dissipation rate is evaluated; then, the energy postulate method is applied to
derive a closed-form solution for the wedge cutting force of the model.
3.4.1. Near-tip membrane energy
Due to the absence of the cylindrical flaps with a rolling radius R in the curling flap model
analyzed in the previous section, the present model cannot employ the concept of a near-
tip plastic zone length, Ip, as before from Eq. (3-1). A simplified method is used here based
on the concept of specific work to fracture, R*, in order to calculate the rate of membrane
energy which is defined by
Em = R*t V. (3-38)
In general, R' is not a material constant but depends on plate thickness. Therefore, the
parameter R' must be determined from suitably devised tests on plates with the same thick-
ness. According to Atkins [24], the value of R* is in the range R* = 300 - 1000 N/mm.
3.4.2. Membrane energy in transition zone
The general formulation for the membrane energy rate in a transition zone presented in
Eq. (3-18) is still applicable to the current model:
B
Em2 -- ot " f () d, (3-39)0
except that the separation velocity derived in Appendix B, Eq. (B-3), is no longer valid and
must be replaced by a new equation. From the kinematics of the problem (Fig. 3-4b), the
separation displacement and velocity must be a linear function of the coordinate 4 as fol-
lows:
i = (do B ,0 B
where i o is the maximum stretching velocity at the edge fiber on top of the flaps and it can
be formulated as:
AuUo = - =oAt
Bsin0
B
Vtan0
= Vsin8 cos .
Substituting Eqs. (3-40) and (3-41) into Eq. (3-39) and integrating once, one gets an equa-
tion for the membrane energy rate in a transition zone as
2Em2 -= 2 OtB Vsin0 tan0 .73 (3-42)
3.4.3. Bending energy in transient flaps
The rate of bending energy in a steady-state process is defined approximately by
Eb = 2MoV,9 (3-43)
where 0 = 7r/2 is the total rotation angle and two in the above equation stands for the two
identical hinge lines existed.
3.4.4. Indentation force
The steady-state wedge cutting force for the upright flap model can now be derived from
Eqs. (3-38), (3-42), and (3-43) by applying the energy postulation, Eq. (3-23). After can-
celling the common term V from both sides of the equation, a general wedge cutting force
expression is derived:
(3-41)
3-40)
F = -yo tB sin0 tan0 + r Mo+ R* t. (3-44)
Normalizing the right side of the equation with respect to the fully plastic bending moment,
M o, gives
F = M o 4B ysin0 tanO + + 4 (3-45)
t 20 t
A relative contribution of the various energy dissipation terms depend on three control-
ling parameters: width to thickness ratio B/t, wedge semi-angle 0, and the specific work
to fracture parameter R*. Part of the last term in Eq. (3-45) can be expressed, using an
approximate formula R* = o08t,l into an alternative form
4R t
= 4F3 - (3-46)
Y t t
Since the dimensionless crack opening displacement parameter 8t/t is always less than
unity, it can be concluded that the last term in Eq. (3-45) is of the order of 27n or less. Thus
for a very narrow wedges with a small B/t ratio and/or a sharp wedge with a small wedge
semi-angle 0, Eq. (3-45) for the indentation force simplifies to
F = 3n M o. (3-47)
In a grounding scenario, the B/t ratio is generally large and 0 is taken to be 30 - 450. In
this case the contribution of bending and fracture is small and the plate resistance is given
approximately by
B 2F = 4yMo sine tan0 = -2yyoBt sin0 tane . (3-48)
It is of interest to compare the last equation, Eq. (3-48), with its counterpart in the rigorous,
full solution given by Eqs. (3-27) and (3-28). The leading term in that solution comes from
the membrane stretching in the transition zone:
2
2= 0.64 (B+RFm2  364 . Rt. R 0 tan0 . (3-49)
The wedge cutting force attains minimum when B = R. Incidentally, the minimization
condition gives a unique value of the wrap angle max = 1 + (B/R) = 2, which then
stays always within the validity range of the exact solution 7r/2 < Omax 5 I . The corre-
sponding minimum force is obtained from Eq. (3-49) as
(Fm2) min = 0.985 • y cT0 Bt • 0 tanO . (3-50)
Both solutions, i.e. Eqs. (3-48) and (3-50), are almost identical by considering the fact that
y is always greater than unity. For example, taking 0 = 450 the respective numerical coef-
ficients in the above equations are 0.816 in the upright flap model solution versus 0.774 in
the curling flap one. The above comparative study proves the merit of using the upright flap
computational model shown in Fig. 3-4b.
According to the parametric study performed in the preceding section, the contribution
of the machining friction is small, so that this component will be neglected in the present
theory. However, the contribution of the sliding friction is significant. The frictional effect
is included into the steady-state wedge force expression derived above by multiplying the
indentation force by a factor of (1 + gLcotO) . The final plate resistance expression to the
steady-state wedge indentation for the upright flap model is
F = M(4 -B sin0tanO + 37 (1+gcot0) (3-51)
F~ =1Mo .).
3.5. Discussions and Conclusions
In this section, many interesting topics not discussed so far are to be presented giving an in-
depth review of the theoretical analysis for the steady-state wedge cutting process. Analyt-
ical results presented below such as plate failure mode prediction and rolling angle magni-
tude have direct engineering application potentials. Investigation on flap deformation
details, e.g. flap tensile strain and thickness variation measurement, are of academic interest
and need to be studied further.
3.5.1. General
The closed-form solutions for a steady-state cutting process of the wedge indentation
through a metal plate were derived by using two kinematically acceptable deformation
models conforming the actual cutting damage format (Fig. 3-4). The curling and upright
flap analytical models proposed in this chapter contain three loading resistance mecha-
nisms: plastic deformations, tearing fracture, and friction. From the analytical results, it is
known that the magnitude of an indentation force is mainly controlled by the following
parameters: wedge shoulder width 2B, wedge semi-angle 0, plate thickness t, flow stress
of the material co, and sliding friction gs. Other parameters such as the specific work of
fracture R*, and a machining friction .m were shown to have a weaker effect on the solu-
tions.
A number of experimentally observed phenomena, such as lifting of plate at a wedge tip,
a pre-tension at a near-tip plastic zone, have not been incorporated into the present theoret-
ical solutions. This concern will be clarified in Chapter 5 after experimental validations
have been made.
The two kinematic models proposed in this chapter assume that a plate can freely deform
without being restrained by any obstacle. In reality, the bottom hull of a ship is constructed
by both longitudinal stiffeners and transverse bulkheads, which may limit the movement of
the cut flaps. Paik [34] observed a large increase of wedge force due to the contacts estab-
lished between the flap and longitudinal stiffener. A new kinematic model should to be
developed for such failure modes. This can be done by modifying the existing curling flap
model with the flap rotation restraint condition added.
3.5.2. Failure mode prediction
When a plate is cut by a wedge, one of the two major failure modes, i.e. concertina and
clean cut, may occur depending on the B/t ratio and a wedge semi-angle involved. The
following analysis provides an example of predicting a possible failure mode which has the
largest probability to occur by taking the above two geometric parameters as input. Since
there exist two models in the clean cut failure mode, i.e. curling and upright flap models,
both of them are to be compared with the concertina failure mode in order to obtain the cor-
responding boundary curves. With the help of those two boundary curves, three wedge cut-
ting failure zones can be identified which characterize different failure modes. Due to the
complexity of the problem, we can only provide a simple example here.
3.5.2.1. Boundary curve for concertina and upright flap failures
The dependence of the theoretical solutions on a wedge semi-angle will be considered first.
Let us focus our attention on the leading term of the upright flap model solution, Eq. (3-48).
The plate resistance is seen to grow infinitely with 0 -> xi/2. However, as a wedge semi-
angle flattens, the angle between the inclined wedge surface and the wedge shoulder, i.e.
n - 0, becomes smaller so that there is a very good chance that a central separation gives
way to the formation of two symmetric crack on both sides of a wedge tip. Such a failure
mode has been identified as concertina tearing (Fig. 3-17). An approximate expression for
the corresponding wedge pushing force is derived by Wierzbicki [27] as
1/3
=conc 14.2M. B (3-52)
It is plausible to assume that a transition between these two distinct failure modes occurs
when the corresponding wedge forces are the same. By equating Eqs. (3-48) and (3-52) the
following equation is obtained relating critical transition parameters
B 6.7- .7 (3-53)
t ( sin 0 tan 0) 3/2
A plot of the boundary curve between the regime of a central separation and a concertina
tearing is shown in Fig. 3-18. The small scale tests conducted at M.I.T. were in the range
of 3 < B/t < 13 and the corresponding critical angle is found to be 450 < Oa < 600 from the
boundary curve. Indeed, in one experiment with a round wedge, which can be approxi-
mated by 0 = 450, the above two failure modes were co-existing (Fig. 5-3). The force level
corresponding to these modes was also similar.
3.5.2.2. Boundary curve for concertina and curling flap failures
Similar arguments as in the derivation of boundary curve between the concertina and
upright flap failure modes are to be used here. A boundary curve separating the curling flap
and concertina tearing failure modes can also be derived by equating the cutting force equa-
tion for the curling flap model, Eq. (3-35), and the concertina tearing force equation, Eq. (3-
52). The follow analysis is aimed to find a lower bound solution for the boundary curve, so
that it is assumed that, during a steady-state cutting process, no friction is existed and stable
flaps will buckle, i.e. ts = gm = 0 and y = 1. The boundary curve can be derived as
B 12.3 cos0 -1 +0.32sin (3-54)
t = 10.320sin0[l + ( 0.320sin0 + I1 + 0.320 sin)2]
Fig. 3-18 shows that the above boundary curve is lower than the boundary curve from
Eq. (3-53). This implies that a plate may conform to an upright flap failure mode instead of
a concertina tearing failure mode if a point defined by the geometric coordinates, B/t and
0 which represent the controlling parameters in a steady-state cutting process, falls into the
area between curves of Eqs. (3-53) and (3-54) on the diagram of Fig. 3-18.
3.5.2.3. Application of boundary diagram to failure mode prediction
With the help of the derived boundary curves (Fig. 3-18), plate cutting failure mode can be
predicted in advance for the first time. In other words, if test information is available
beforehand, i.e. B/t and 0 are predefined, a failure mode can be predicted easily by allo-
cating the point representing the controlling parameter pair on the boundary diagram. It is
worthwhile to point out that the failure boundary diagram can only provide a possible plate
failure mode. If a point located on the boundary diagram is close to a boundary curve, dif-
ficulty will arise to give a correct prediction of a failure mode. A good experimental exam-
ple is shown in Fig. 5-3, which consists of both clean and concertina failure modes in one
specimen. Despite a non-uniqueness in the failure modes, the plate resisting force is
uniquely calculated which allows to make a reliable prediction in the ship hull grounding
damage.
Fig. 3-18 shows that there exists a high probability for a plate to fail conforming the curl-
ing flap model when a small wedge angle and a small B/t ratio are used. With the incre-
ment of either parameter, other failure modes may take over if less energy is required for
its substitution. It is important to note that the boundary diagram presented here (Fig. 3-18)
needs to be justified when it is used in the real world plate failure prediction. This is because
that, based on user's experiences, some empirical parameters might be introduced into the
theory in order to incorporate the complicated nature of the problem.
3.5.3. Rolling angle calculation
From the formulation of wedge cutting force for the curling flap model, an important
assumption is made throughout the analysis without giving any proof: a stable flap rolling
angle, 0, is always greater than 900. Experimental results give a sound evidence of such an
assumption. Here, we will provide a theoretical proof of such an assumption as long as the
curling flap failure mode prevails.
The maximum rolling angle is defined in Eq. (3-5) as a function of flap rolling radius, R,
and wedge half shoulder width, B. Substituting the rolling radius expression, Eq. (3-37),
into Eq. (3-5) yields
B 1 7t
max = I+ -+ += 1+ >+  (3-55)
max Rs 0.32 y x (1 + 1scotO) -0sin6 2 " (355)
This proves that a stable flap rolling angle, 0, is always greater than 900.
3.5.4. Comparison of two kinematic models presented
Fig. 3-4 presents two kinematically admissible failure modes under a steady-state wedge
cutting process: curling and upright flap models. The former has a cylindrically bent-up flap
with a rolling radius, R, to be optimized; whereas the latter has a flat flap which is much
simpler to analyze. The curling flap model assumes a parabolic distribution of the transition
zone stretching length, Eq. (3-4), along the stable flap curling direction, while the upright
flap model adopts a linear distribution of the corresponding stretching length, Fig. 3-4(b).
It is proved that d in the curling flap model will equal to uo numerically if the rolling angle,
, is assigned as 900. Since the deformation energy inside a transition zone has a large con-
tribution towards the cutting force, it is clear that a curling flap failure mode will give way
to an upright flap failure mode if a large rolling angle, 4, is found from the curling flap
model solution. Of course, the rolling angle, <, is not the only controlling parameter for the
final cutting failure mode, especially in a thick plate cutting process discussed in Tests #6
and #7 of Chapter 5.
3.5.5. Flap deformation study
A special characteristics of a steady-state cutting process is the existence of a flap transition
zone. This zone consumes a large amount of deformation energy (Fig. 3-15) so that a large
tensile strain is involved in the cutting process. The following study provides some details
about the flap local deformations. Interesting observations are to be presented here.
3.5.5.1. Flap tensile strain
By using the upright flap kinematic model presented in Fig. 3-4(b), a lower bound solution
for the flap tensile strain, E, can be derived. As can be conclude from the kinematic model,
the total deformed flap length along the top free edge of the transient and transition zones
is a summation of the transient flap length and the stretching deformation inside the flap
transition zone. The length on top of the transient flap can be formulated by using the geo-
metric relationship which gives 11 = BcotO and the stretching deformation on top of the
transition zone is calculated as uo = B2 (1 - cose) . Based upon the above calculations
and the strain definition for a large deformation:
2-
E = 1- , (3-56)
the tensile strain along the deformed flap can be derived as follows:
1 coteE= .C 1 - , (3-57)2 coto + 2 (1 - cos0)
which is a direct function of a wedge semi-angle. Fig. 3-19 shows that the flap tensile strain
increases with the increment of a wedge semi-angle. Large strain will be reached if a wedge
angle becomes large. For example, when 0 = 450, the flap tensile strain becomes 34%.
This strain is so large that a standard tensile coupon will usually neck and fracture. For the
thin plate specimens tested at M.I.T. (Tests #4 and #5 of Chapter 5), no necking and/or frac-
ture are observed on the failure specimens. This is because that the tensile coupon test of
the same batch of material has an average fracture strain equal to 38% [36] which is a little
bit over the calculated flap tensile strain. Another reason for no flap fracture observed in a
thin plate cutting is probably due to the fact that the strain is partially relieved by the global
out-of-plane deformation of the specimens, which gives a little bit different deformation
pattern than the upright flap model presented here.
3.5.5.2. Thickness variation along flap curling direction
Measurements of flap thickness are performed in order to investigate the thickness varia-
tion along the flap curling direction. Slicing of the flaps from a wedge cut specimen starts
from an area close to the near tip plastic zone (Fig. 3-20a) and moves all the way back to
the stable flap region (Fig. 3-20f). At the very tip of almost every flap cross-section, it can
be seen that a sudden change of thickness takes place locally in the free edge region which
extends a distance around one plate thickness inward. This abrupt change is caused by the
wedge cutting process and will not be further considered here. Plate thickness varies
smoothly for the major part of the flap cross-section. A large change of plate thickness hap-
pens at the area near the flap free edge indicating the existence of a non-uniform tensile
strain distribution along the flap curling direction. Maximum through thickness strain is
measured as 20% which conforms the material incompressibility law of material plastic
deformation.
Fig. 3-1 Center clean cut of a plate by a sharp wedge
with smooth stable flap
(Test #1)
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Fig. 3-2 Center clean cut of a plate by a sharp wedge
with stable flap buckled
(Test #5)
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Fig. 3-3 Braided tearing of a plate by a narrow wedge
(Test #2)
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Fig. 3-20 Cross-section of flap sliced along cutting direction
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Fig. 3-20 Cross-section of flap sliced along cutting direction
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Chapter 4
Analysis of Stable Flap Buckling
4.1. Introduction
Under a steady-state wedge cutting process, stable flaps may buckle due to the extremely
large compressive strain present in the transition zone when the B/t ratio is large (Fig. 3-
2). In this chapter, theoretical buckling analysis for a non-uniform thickness plate with three
edges fixed and one edge free is first performed to derive a compressive buckling coeffi-
cient which establishes a buckling criterion for the stable flaps. Energy conservation law is
then applied to determine the force required to buckle the stable flaps if a stable flap buck-
ling does occur. It can be concluded from the subsequent analysis that the contribution of
stable flap buckling towards the total wedge cutting force is negligible. This chapter is, in
essence, to provide a sound proof for such an important conclusion.
4.2. Buckling of a rectangular plate with non-uniform thickness
This section aims to solve the buckling problem for a non-uniform thickness rectangular
plate subjected to uni-axial compressive stress. Three edges of a plate are assumed to be
fixed, and the fourth one is set free (Fig. 4-1). Garlerkin's method and MAPLE computer
software are employed here to derive a closed-form solution for this classical elastic buck-
ling problem. Comparison with Hill's result [30] for the uniform thickness plate buckling
analysis having the same boundary conditions shows that a good agreement is obtained, but
the current theory extends the theory into the non-uniform thickness plate buckling region.
A closed-form expression for the critical strain is derived subsequently so that the buckling
solution based on elastic theory can be used in the plastic plate buckling prediction as seen
in sequel.
4.2.1. Introduction
The phenomenon of buckling of non-uniform thickness rectangular plate was observed dur-
ing the steady-state wedge cutting tests conducted in M.I.T. [14]. Thin plate in the stable
flap region is subjected to a large in-plane compressive stress which causes the stable flap
to buckle in a regular pattern (Fig. 3-2). The introduction of flap thickness non-uniformity
was chiefly owing to the fact that the steady-state wedge cutting process introduces a large
tensile deformation in the transition zone which causes the stable flap thickness variation.
Hill [30] pioneered a systematic study on the rectangular plate buckling problems, in
which many different boundary conditions were included. In his analysis, plates are
assumed to have a uniform thickness and subjected to a uni-axial compressive stress. Gar-
lerkin's method was used to solve the classical buckling problem and a chart of compres-
sive buckling coefficient vs. plate aspect ratio was presented. Hill's approach of solving the
buckling problem is so effective that this method is also adopted in our analysis. Lang [31]
introduced thickness non-uniformity into the plate buckling study. He derived a general
solution for the buckling problem of a simply-supported rectangular plate with a non-uni-
form thickness, although the mathematical manipulation involved was seen to be tedious
and complicated.
This section is providing a solution of the buckling problem of a rectangular plate with a
linearly-varying thickness and subjected to a uni-axial compressive stress (Fig. 4-1). The
loaded edges are assumed to be fixed. One of the unloaded edges is fixed whereas the other
is free. A state-of-art computer software (MAPLE) is employed here to solve the mathe-
matical problem symbolically. The application of MAPLE into our analysis presents a good
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example of how to solve such a complicated problem accurately and efficiently.
4.2.2. Boundary conditions
For the analytical model shown in Fig. 4-1 with the established coordinate system, one can
formulate the boundary conditions as follows:
wlx=o,a = 0,
Saw (4-1)
-x =0.
x O,a
y = 0 -0
wy=o 0,
Sw 0. (4-2)
a2W a2W
-+v =0+ 2
ay2 Ox2
y=bS0b. (4-3)
•+ (2 - v) = 0.
Say3 ax2 y = b
where v is Poisson's ratio. Eqs. (4-1) and (4-2) represent the geometric boundary condi-
tions, and Eq. (4-3) is a force boundary condition representing the zero moment and shear
force conditions along the free edge.
4.2.3. Derivation of buckled shape expression
Since it is very difficult to find an exact solution for the plate buckling problem shown in
Fig. 4-1, Garlerkin's method is to be used to derive an upper bound approximation solution.
It is well known that the accuracy of the method is highly dependent upon how close is the
assumed buckled shape to reality. It is proved that an exact solution will be obtained if the
buckled shape assumed is exactly the same as an actual deformed one; otherwise, only an
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upper bound solution is available. In the following analysis, the assumed buckling shape is
proved to conform both geometric and force boundary conditions, which is believed to
yield a very good estimation to the problem.
Let's first assume that a general buckled shape has the following expression:
w = f(x)g(y). (4-4)
Substituting Eq. (4-4) into the two force boundary conditions in Eq. (4-3) yields:
f(x) g" (b) + t -f" (x) g (b) = 0 , (4-5)
and
f(x) g(3) (b) + (2 - ) .f" (x) g' (b) = 0 . (4-6)
The primes and parenthesized number in the superscripts of the above functions represent
the order of derivatives about the variable y. Eliminating f(x) from the above two equa-
tions gives the following relationship for the function g (y) at y = b:
g g (b)g(3 ) (b) = (2 - g) g' (b) g" (b) . (4-7)
The above relationship makes sure that the assumed shape would unconditionally satisfy
the force boundary condition, Eq. (4-3).
Next, let us assume that the plate buckling shape conforms the following expression
w = A sini sin - 1 - cosLq, (4-8)
a a b
where m is an integer determining the number of waves along x-axis, and the parameters
A and n are variables to be determined. It is clear that the above buckling shape, Eq. (4-8),
satisfies all the geometric boundary conditions, Eqs. (4-1) and (4-2). In order to satisfy the
force boundary condition, Eq. (4-7), the unknown parameter n in Eq. (4-8) must satisfy the
following relationship:
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n = acos 2 (-+ t ). (4-9)
Now, the proposed plate buckling shape, Eq. (4-8), can satisfy both the geometric and force
boundary conditions if n is defined as Eq. (4-9).
4.2.4. Step-by-step solution for the plate buckling problem
Appendices C, D, and E list the step-by-step derivations of the non-uniform thickness plate
buckling problem by using MAPLE [32]. Each Appendix gives one buckling mode, e.g.
Appendix C corresponds to the buckling mode m = 1, etc. The symbols and their corre-
sponding equations are explained in detail next.
The differential equation for the rectangular plate buckling problem is derived by
Timoshenko [33]. In order to apply Garlerkin's method, first the differential equation rep-
resenting plate deformation is evaluated as:
a2w a2  2 a2w a2 a2  2-DE + -2 (1 -v). (4-10)DE x2  -2 (l-) x2  2 y
Integrating the above equation once with respect to x gives a complicated expression:
a
Z1 = (DE) -dx. (4-11)
0
Integrating Zl once more with respect to y yields an expression representing the total inter-
nal virtual energy of the plate, and it has the following form:
3b
Z2 = - . Zl -dy, (4-12)
0
where the cubic term in the above expression represents the plate thickness non-uniformity.
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The external virtual work has the following expression:
Z3 =
a
I0
0 0
(1 - -dxdy, (4-13)
where the linear term in the above equation represents the uniform compressive stress
applied along the plate loaded edges.
The variational function of the total virtual work can now be defined as:
U = Z2 - X -Z3, (4-14)
where the coefficient X has the following form:
". t,
X = D
and a is the uni-axial compressive stress and Do is the plate bending stiffness.
The principle of virtual work is applied here to minimize the total virtual work U, i.e.
(4-16)Z4 A cA =0,Z4- A -cA = 0,
where c i is a constant containing a linear term of the coefficient X. Finding a non-zero
solution of A from the above algebraic equation yields:
C1 = 0, (4-17)
which is a linear equation of X. After solving and simplifying the above equation by
MAPLE, we get a simplified expression for X:
X2 = Roof of Eq. (4-17). (4-18)
The compressive buckling coefficient is a dimensionless equation which is defined as:
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(4-15)
Y
2
K - X2 b2  12 (1 - R2) b (419)2 . (4-19)
1C2 E Tc2 to
In the above expression, the coefficient K is seen as a direct function of the following
parameters: number of waves in a deformed plate m, coefficient representing plate thick-
ness non-uniformity 3, plate aspect ratio ,, and Poisson's ratio JI.
4.2.5. Comparison with Hill's solution
Since exactly the same buckling shape is assumed in both Hill's solution [30] and ours, it
is expected that both results should be identical when the P value is assigned to be zero in
the current solution. This corresponds to the special case in which the plate thickness is uni-
form. For the first buckling mode, i.e. m = 1, Hill's compressive buckling coefficient is
K 4 + 0.0993 X2 + 0.624, (4-20)
whereas ours is very close to the above equation:
K = 4.0000 + 0.09932X2 + 0.62570. (4-21)
X2
This is a good check of the MAPLE formulation correctness.
Fig. 4-2 shows a set of compressive buckling coefficient curves for the different mode
flat plate buckling derived from MAPLE. It is not clear in Hill's paper [30] how he obtained
his envelop curve for the compressive buckling coefficient, but the comparison of his curve
with ours shows that both envelop curve converges towards K = 1.4. This provides a sec-
ond check of our MAPLE formulation correctness.
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4.2.6. Non-uniform thickness plate buckling curve
Yahiaoui et al. [14] conducted several thin plate cutting tests with a relatively sharp and
wide wedge. The specimen studied here (see Section 3.5.5.) has an original thickness of
0.75 mm and its true flow stress is To = 270 MPa. The wedge half angle used is 0 = 450,
and its shoulder width is 2B = 19 mm. Stable flaps are seen to be buckled during the
steady-state wedge cutting process (Fig. 3-2). Sectioning of the stable flap has been done
in order to measure the plate thickness variation. In Section 3.5.5., it is reported that the
measured non-uniformity of plate thickness in stable flaps is very small (the total slope
angle is only about one degree) except at the very tip of a flap free-end where a sudden
change of thickness is observed locally due to the wedge initial cutting process (Figs. 3-20
and 3-21). This abrupt thickness change is not considered in our analysis because it will not
affect the global flap buckling behavior.
Fig. 4-3 shows a set of buckling curve for a given plate non-uniformity coefficient
(0.75 - 0.60) mm( 0.75 mm = 0.2 which represents a relative flap thickness variation at both
0.75 mm
ends. From the envelop curve drawn in Fig. 4-3, one can perceive that the minimum K
value occurs at K = 1.2. This is close to the minimum K value observed from the plate
buckling curve with a uniform thickness. Due to the initial flap imperfection, no higher
order buckling wave forms were observed from the cut specimens.
4.2.7. Compressive buckling strain calculation
The plate buckling strength, Eq. (4-19), derived above is based on the elastic buckling the-
ory. It is of interest to extend the above theoretical solution into the plastic plate buckling
analysis, experiences show that the critical plastic buckling stress can be calculated empir-
ically by first obtaining the buckling strain from the elastic buckling theory and then map-
ping the calculated strain into the uni-axial stress-strain curve from a standard coupon test
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to obtain the corresponding plastic buckling stress [35]. In the following analysis, the buck-
ling strain equation is derived which is seen not to contain elastic modulus E.
Since one of the unloaded plate edge in the mathematical model is free (Fig. 4-1), the
plate can be considered under the uni-axial compression condition, i.e.
xx 0(4-22)
S= 0.
The corresponding compressive buckling strain can be obtained based on the constitutive
equation as
xx E 12 (1 - 2)(4-23)
where K is the compressive buckling coefficient derived in Eq. (4-19) which has only a
geometric parameter. Note that the Poisson's ratio used in the above equation should be
equal to 0.5 if a plastic buckling problem is encountered. This buckling strain can now be
used to find the empirical plastic buckling stress discussed above.
4.2.8. Discussions and conclusions
A set of closed-form solutions for the buckling problem of a non-uniform thickness rectan-
gular plate is derived. The plate has three edges fixed and one unloading edge free. Uniform
in-plane compressive stress is applied at the opposite fixed edges. Compressive buckling
coefficient charts are plotted which can be used as either determining a critical buckling
stress level or finding a buckling wave length for a given problem for both uniform and non-
uniform thickness rectangular plates. Comparison with Hill's solution for the flat plate
buckling problem shows a good agreement, and both solutions having the envelop buckling
curve converge to K = 1.4. Compressive buckling strain has been derived too, and it can
be used to find an empirical solution for the plastic buckling stress. Plate initial imperfec-
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tions are not included in the current model, which should be considered in the future study
and the post-buckling analysis is recommended to find the actual plate resistance.
4.3. Calculation of plastic buckling force inside stable flaps
Under a steady-state cutting process, stable flaps with a large B/t ratio may buckle due to
a large compressive strain coming from the transition zone deformation. Periodical buck-
ling waves are observed from the cut specimen shown in Fig. 3-2. By observing the defor-
mation process during the wedge cutting experiments, it is found that a stable flap buckles
non-uniformly with a very significant out-of-plane deformation observed at the beginning
of the buckling wave. The reason is that, in order to satisfy the deformation compatibility
condition, the stretched material inside the transition zone must be pushed back immedi-
ately when it enters the stable flap region. Since the compressive strain is so big at the very
beginning of the buckling process, a large out-of-plane flap deformation happens there with
a very little additional buckling deformation afterwards. Careful measurement shows that
one buckled wave length along the stable flap top is exactly equal to the summation of the
transition zone stretching and its projected length (1 in Fig. 4-4).
In this section, the contribution of stable flap buckling towards the total wedge cutting
force will be estimated. To simplify our analysis, it is assumed that the buckled flap has a
sinusoidal wave form along the material flow direction (i.e. x-axis in Fig. 4-4) as follows:
Y .sin-/S= wo  sin , (4-24)
where H is flap height, I is the original flap length, wo is the maximum deflection on top
of the stable flap. It is verified that this approximation gives a small error to the final result.
A general form of the total deformation energy required to buckle a stable flap (Fig. 4-4)
can be written as
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W= Moic dS + Mo0 dl , (4-25)
S 1
where the first integration equation calculates the plate bending energy and the second one
calculates the bending energy along plastic hinges. M o in the above equation represents the
fully plastic bending moment defined in Eq. (3-9). Substituting Eq. (4-24) into the above
equation and noting that there exist two plastic hinges in the problem yield the total work
done by the buckling force F' travelling at a distance 1 as:
1IH 2 H aw )
Wp = F'I = Mo J 2w dxdy + 2 a dy
0 0 x2  0 x=0 (4-26)
2xwoHM o  oot2 wo
0 0
The ratio wo/1l in the above equation can be expressed in turn by the maximum strain e
along the top of a buckled wave (Appendix F):
Wo 0
(4-27)1 2.2'
where the strain expression due to a large out-of-plane displacement is defined as
2-
= 1 - (4-28)
The above expression calculates the average value of the actual strain distribution along the
free edge of stable flap with a magnitude of 3-5% measured from the specimen shown in
Fig. 3-2.
Substituting Eq. (4-27) into Eq. (4-26) and including two buckled flaps on both sides of
the wedge give the total force required to buckle the stable flap:
K 0 o t2H
F' o (4-29)
1.1 x 'J3. 1
where H = ROmax for the curling flap model and H = B for the upright flap model.
First, let's compare the derived buckling force F't with the transition zone stretching
force Fm for the curling flap model. From Eqs. (3-18), (3-19), and (4-29), we can formulate
the force ratio as follows:
F' t, r o t?2H j 3 3 3ittRJ
-=(4-30)
Fm 1.1 x F. 1 40  t. dtanO 1.411(B+R) .0tanO
Eq. (3-37) gives the relation B = R if frictional effect is neglected. For the specimen shown
in Fig. 3-2, the plate thickness is measured to be t = 0.75 mm, the buckling wave length
is 1 = 75 - 80 mm, the average strain value for one buckled wave length along the stable
flap free edge is E = 3.5 %, and the wedge semi-angle is 0 = 450. Based on the data given,
the ratio of buckling force vs. transition zone stretching force can be found as:
F'
t = 0.7 - 0.8% . (4-31)
m
This ratio is so small that the contribution of buckling force F't can be safely neglected in
the total wedge cutting force formulas.
For the upright flap model, the corresponding force ratio can be computed by dividing
Eq. (4-29) by Eq. (3-42):
F't 7n ao t2H 3 n _t jt_ (4-32)Fm2  1.x1 x J~. 1 2a0 t. Bsin0tan0 2.2 1 sin0tan (4-32)
Note that the relation B = R is used in the derivation of the above equation. Applying the
same test data to the above equation gives:
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t = 0.4% . (4-33)
Fm2
Again, the above ratio is very small.
The conclusion from the above analysis is that the stable flap buckling deformation need
not to be taken into account in the steady-state wedge cutting force study, which confirms
that y is equal to unity if the stable flap buckling does occur.
4.4. Conclusions
In this chapter, theoretical analysis is conducted for stable flap buckling under a steady-
state wedge cutting process. The compressive buckling coefficient, K, is derived for a non-
uniform thickness rectangular plate having one edge free and the other three fixed, which
can be used to set a criterion for stable flap stability. Plastic buckling analysis is also per-
formed. Comparison of stable flap buckling force with the deformation force needed in
transition zone shows that, as soon as a stable flap buckles, the buckling force has negligible
contribution towards the total wedge force expressions.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Validation of Steady-state Wedge Force Solutions
5.1. Introduction
Almost all the experiments reported previously in the literature deals with wedge transient
indentation problems. Recently, new experiments were performed by Lu and Calladine [1],
Maxwell [12], and Astrup [26] focusing on the failure conditions close to a steady-state
wedge cutting process. The damaged specimens in those tests showed all the features of a
steady-state indentation process; but the corresponding force-displacement curves not
always gave evidence of a distinct force plateaux representing a constant force typically
present in a steady-state cutting process. In order to present a sound experimental proof of
the important hypothesis that a steady-state cutting force should be constant, new tests were
designed and conducted at M.I.T. A reader is referred to the work by Yahiaoui et al. [14]
for the details of the experimental procedures used. Even though wedge cutting tests are
relatively simple and easy to interpret, some difficulties arise in quantifying the effect of
plate tilt angle, frictional coefficient, and buckled stable flaps on the steady-state wedge
force. Despite these difficulties the correlation between the theoretical solutions and tests
was found to be very good. The following comparisons are made by including all the rep-
resentative cases available up to date. A summary of the comparisons is provided in Table
1.
5.2. Comparison with narrow wedge experimental results
Three test results are presented here to compare with the theoretical solutions. All the tests
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used a narrow wedge relative to the plate thickness used: B/t < 6. Lu's test (Test #1) has a
B/t ratio of 3 which gives a failure mode close to our curling flap model. The other two
tests end up with a braided flap deformation pattern which is difficult to analyze and has not
been studied so far. But comparisons are still made for those cases to give a rough check of
the difference between the predicted and test results.
5.2.1. Test #1
One test result from Lu's series of experiments on wedge cutting through thin plates gave
a typical steady-state cutting failure mode [23]. The plate thickness was 1.6 mm and its flow
stress Yo = 272 MPa. The specimen has a tilt angle a = 100 to the wedge advancing
direction. Wedge semi-angle is 0' = 100, and its shoulder width is 2B = 10 mm. The
wedge semi-angle projected on the plate plane can be calculated as (Fig. 3-16):
0 = atan [cosc. tan0'] = 9.850 , (5-34)
which gives a slightly sharper angle than its original shape. The plate failure mode shows
that the flaps on both sides of the wedge are smooth, which indicates that the transition zone
was first fully stretched to its toroidal shape and then compressed back completely to a zero
length to conform the stable flap geometry. This gives the ratio of compressing vs. stretch-
ing energies in the transition zone to be unity, which yields y = 2. The ratio of rake face
length to plate thickness for machining friction is assumed to be ý = 1.7, because it is
believed that the rake face length should be more than the actual plate thickness near a
wedge tip but not greater than two times of t. Based on the engineering judgment and avail-
able information about friction, sliding friction coefficient is chosen as gs = 0.3 for steel-
to-steel friction, and machining friction coefficient is given as gm = 0.65.
The rolling radius is calculated from Eq. (3-34) to be R = 4.1 mm. The rolling angle is
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0 = 1280 which sounds reasonable by comparing with the test result. The cutting force
predicted from Eq. (3-32) is F = 5.9 KN in which 15.1% comes from bending energy,
29.9% from sliding friction, 23.3% from membrane deformation near wedge tip, 2.2% from
membrane deformation inside transition zone, and 29.5% from machining friction as
expected by Lu [23]. A comparison of the present solution with the test result is shown in
Fig. 5-1. The plotted experimental cutting force increases with the wedge advancement
and, for u > 75 mm, it converges to a constant value Fexp = 5.9 KN which is the same as
the curling flap model prediction. A slightly lower value F = 5.57 KN is obtained from
the upright flap model with friction, Eq. (3-51).
It is of interest to investigate the stable flap buckling criterion for this specimen. With the
given information: B = 5 mm, to = 1.6 mm, a = ( o = 272 MPa, E = 2000 MPa, and
gt = 0.3, the compressive buckling coefficient can be found as K = 1.47 which corre-
sponds to X = (a/b) -> oo from Fig. 4-3. This proves that the stable flap will not buckle
even though the compressive stress goes to the level of flow stress. In reality, yielding stress
is smaller than Yo and the corresponding K value will be less than what we get above. It
can be seen from this experimental result that a small B/t ratio gives a smooth stable flap
without buckling problem presented.
5.2.2. Test #2
Trauth [20] conducted a series of steady-state wedge cutting test in M.I.T.'s Remergence
Lab using three different wedge shapes. Because the specimens were cut at a right angle to
the wedge indentation direction, braided flap deformations were observed [2]. The speci-
men thickness was measured as 0.41 mm and the flow stress is a 0 = 270 MPa. The wedge
semi-angle was 0 = 450, and the wedge shoulder width is measured as 2B = 5 mm.
Since the braided flap failure mode (Fig. 3-3) has not been studied in the literature, a com-
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parison with the existing kinematic models should be considered tentative. Shiny scoring
on the braided flap surface was observed giving the evidence of large frictional force
existed during wedge cutting process. This additional friction force is not included in our
analytical results since it is acting in the perpendicular direction to the wedge advancement.
The ratio of total vs. stretching energies in transition zone is assumed to be y = 1, by taking
only the transition zone stretching deformation into account. For the machining friction, the
ratio of rake face length and plate thickness is assumed to be ý = 1.7 because the actual
rake face length should be greater than one plate thickness but less than twice of t. The slid-
ing frictional coefficient is chosen as ts = 0.3, and the machining frictional coefficient is
=m = 0.7.
The rolling radius is found from Eq. (3-34) to be R = 1.3 mm which is a fictitious num-
ber because no smoothly bent-up flaps were observed. The cutting force computed from the
curling flap model solution, Eq. (3-32), is F = 0.7 KN in which 11.5% comes from bend-
ing energy, 14.4% from sliding friction, 24.4% from membrane deformation near wedge
tip, 36.4% from membrane deformation inside transition zone, and 13.3% from machining
friction. This theoretical value is lower than the average cutting force recorded from the
Trauth's experiment which is approximately 0.9 KN (Fig. 5-2). This is probably because
the energy loss due to the scoring of transient flaps and the folding of stable flaps are not
included in the current theory. The upright flap model, Eq. (3-51), predicted the wedge
force of F = 0.45 KN which is half of the average cutting force value.
5.2.3. Test #3
Yahiaoui et al. [14] performed a very interesting wedge cutting experiment in M.I.T. using
a round wedge and zero tilt angle. The coexistence of two failure modes (Fig. 5-3), i.e. a
concertina tearing together with a braided flap deformation pattern, gives us a good exam-
ple of failure mode complexity when the B/t ratio is near a boundary curve separating two
different failure modes (Fig. 3-18). It was observed that the concertina tearing failure mode
was initiated first and sustained for more than half way through the total wedge cut. Then,
a clean cut took over the position since the width of the diverging concertina tearing became
so big that a clean cut provided an alternative failure mode requiring less energy input. At
the very end of the test, concertina tearing was seen to initiate again owing to the fact that
this plate was expected to fail under the concertina tearing mode because of the semi-cir-
cular shaped wedge used. The specimen thickness was measured as 0.41 mm and its flow
stress is (Y = 270 MPa. The wedge semi-angle was approximated by 0 = 450 for the
semi-circular shaped wedge, and the shoulder width is 2B = 5 mm. The ratio of total vs.
stretching energies in transition zone is assumed again to be y = 1, because the stable flaps
buckled. The sliding frictional coefficient is chosen as ,s = 0.2. Machining friction need
not be considered here because a crack ran in front of the round wedge tip so that no real
wedge cut is existed.
The rolling radius is calculated from Eq. (3-34) to be R = 1.3 mm. The wedge force cal-
culated from the curling flap model solution, Eq. (3-32), is found to be F = 0.7 KN. The
theoretical value of F = 0.7 KN is low compared to the recorded mean cutting force from
Yahiaoui's experiment which is roughly 1.0 KN (Fig. 5-4) because the energy loss due to
scoring friction at the flaps are not considered here. The upright flap model solution, Eq. (3-
51), gives the wedge force of F = 0.8.
5.3. Comparison with wide wedge cutting experimental results
The two experiments performed in M.I.T. by using the narrow wedges (reported above) did
not give the expected failure modes studied in our analysis. This is because, in the above
tests, no tilt angle between plate specimen and the wedge advance direction was introduced
which led to the braided deformation pattern of flaps. The following two tests [14] were
conducted to achieve an actual clean cut failure mode studied in this chapter with a plate
tilt angle oa = 100. The wedge shoulder width is 2B = 19 mm and the plate thickness
t = 0.749 mm. This gives a much larger ratio of B/t = 12.7 than that of the previous tests
but the probability of developing the concertina tearing is smaller due to the introduced
plate tilt angle. A sharp wedge with a semi-angle 0 = 450 was used. The flow stress was
measured as 0o = 270 MPa. The difference between tests #4 and #5 exists mainly in the
way how the cutting process was initiated.
5.3.1. Test #4
In test #4, the free edge on the top of the plate specimen had a pre-cut length of 50 mm in
front of a wedge tip which is aligned in the wedge cutting path. This was intended to pro-
vide a guide to the initiation of the steady-state cutting process immediately. The force-dis-
placement curve is reproduced in Fig. 5-5 and the damaged specimen picture is shown in
Fig. 3-2. The force level during the initial 50 mm wedge travel (length of the pre-cut) is low
since only plate bending deformation is involved. A steady-state wedge force level of
F = 2.5 KN is reached after the 230 mm wedge advancement. The delay of the steady-
state process initiation is due to the flexibility caused by the free edge deformation.
5.3.2. Test #5
In test #5, the specimen had opened a small window near its free edge. This is intended to
use the linkage provided at the free edge to give enough constraint for the free edge defor-
mation. The wedge was inserted into the opening and started cutting from there. A similar
pre-cut discussed in Test #4 was also made there. The steady-state cutting process started
much earlier than Test #4, and the initial travelling distance was only 30 mm long (Fig. 5-
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6). The wedge force reached and maintained the level of Fexp = 2.45 KN for the rest of
the test, showing a very good reproducibility of the results.
Both tests presented above showed a steady-state wedge cutting process accompanied
with stable flap buckling. Those are the first set of successful tests reported so far to repro-
duce the theoretical clean cut model proposed here. In the following calculation of the the-
oretical results, in addition to the data given above, other parameters needed in the analysis
are assumed to be y = 1, [s = 0.3, and .m = 0.7. The theoretical cutting force, resulting
from the curling flap model solution, is F = 3.7 KN. The overestimation of the cutting
force by using the curling flap model is due to the fact that the actual failure mode is close
to the upright flap model because it requires less energy. As expected the upright flap model
solution, Eq. (3-51), predicts the wedge force to be F = 2.6 KN, which is much closer to
the experimental values.
It is of interesting to check the buckling criterion for the stable flap of the above two wide
wedge cutting tests by using Fig. 4-3. It is measured that the stable flap non-uniformity
coefficient is f = 0.2 (Ref. Section 3.5.5.). Substituting aYo = 270 MPa into Eq. (4-19)
and giving b = 10.7 mm and to = t = 0.75 mm, we get
270 MPaK = 30 , (3-35)
0.75) 2x 103 MPa.2
10.7 12(1 - 0.32)
which gives X = (a/b) = 0.4 from Fig. 4-3 curve for 1 = 0.2, indicating an immediate
buckling process as soon as a wedge passes the vertical plastic hinge (Fig. 4-4). In reality,
the compressive stress, a, is closer to the material yielding stress, a y, which is less than the
flow stress, ao, by definition [27]. This will give a lower K value and, in return, some delay
of the buckling process predicted above. The measured initial buckling length is around
5-8 mm which is in the right order from the theoretical prediction: Xb = 4 mm.
5.4. Comparison with thick plate cutting experimental results
The validation of our analytical solutions due to the size effect was performed in this sec-
tion by using the DnV experimental results for a wedge cutting through thick plates with
t = 20 mm [26]. In general, it is important to check the size effect in every study of frac-
ture mechanics because a fracture might be inhibited in a thin plate due to the much thor-
ough work done through the plate thickness and a less probability of material defects. With
the DnV experiments with standard ship plating, it is very encouraging to note that our the-
oretical solutions for the steady-state cutting process are still valid to predict the actual ship
hull grounding scenario. This is because that the major damages involved in a steady-state
cutting process is not related to the material fracture but to the plate membrane deformation
which is believed to have no size effect at all. The hypothesis that a wedge tip has a direct
contact with the plate crack tip is still correct in the thick plate cutting experiments (Fig. 5-
7). Also, the steady-state cutting process can be achieved for the thick plate specimen by
viewing the top picture in Fig. 5-7 where the stable flaps were clearly represented.
Tests #6 and #7
Two thick plate cutting tests were performed in DnV. Each test was composed of two plate
specimens in order to preserve a symmetric loading condition and to prevent possible load
cell uplifting damage. The two sets of experiment were identical and the wedge cutting
were conducted in a 25,000 KN testing machine. The wedge semi-angle used is 0 = 300,
a plate tilt angle of x = 100 is imposed by a specially designed wedge, the total wedge
shoulder width is measured as 2B = 125 mm, and the flow stress is reported as Yo = 526
MPa. In addition to the information presented, it is assumed in our analysis that the fric-
tional coefficients are gs = 0.3 and Rm = 0.7. Since the transverse fractures are observed
in the stable flaps (Fig. 5-8), the ratio of total vs. stretching energies in transition zone is
chosen to be y = 1 because the stable flaps can never be compressed back in those tests.
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Note that the existence of the stable flap fracture observed in the thick plate cutting tests
gives us a sound proof of size effect in certain fracture mechanics applications. By compar-
ing the damaged specimens for both thin and thick plates, it is found that the large tensile
strain in the transition zone which can be easily incorporated in thin specimen seems intol-
erable for the thick plate specimens which demonstrated a fracture failure in the stable
flaps. The steady-state cutting force from the curling flap model is calculated from Eq. (3-
32) as F = 4205 KN and the corresponding upright flap model, Eq. (3-51), gives
F = 3177 KN. Those theoretical results have already taken into account of two identical
plate specimens cut at the same time, which is the actual DnV test set-up discussed above.
Figs. 5-9 and 5-10 show that the curling flap model predicts a value closer to the average
wedge force than that from the upright one. This is because, for a thick plate, it is difficult
to conform the prescribed deformation pattern assumed in the upright flap model since the
large plastic hinge bending moment prohibits such deformation pattern. Both test curves
(Figs. 5-9 and 5-10) show that the steady-state cutting process have not been achieved
because of the existence of flap fracture mechanism which greatly distorts the loading path.
However, the attempt to conduct the steady-state cutting test through the standard ship
plates is highly appraised.
5.5. Conclusions
In this section, the closed-form solutions derived in Chapter 3 for a steady-state cutting pro-
cess of the wedge indentation through a metal plate were validated by the large and small
scale experimental results. A comparison with seven typical tests on the different thickness
plates and wedge geometries gives a remarkably high degree of correlation. In all the cases,
the difference encountered between the test results and the theoretical solutions was less
than 7%, which is excellent considering the complexity of the physical problem encoun-
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tered and the approximate nature of the present theory. Generally, the upright flap model,
Eq. (3-51), gives as good accuracy as the so called "exact" solution, Eqs. (3-32) - (3-34).
As we can seen from Table 1 that both kinematic models have their merits and their accu-
racy really depends upon the controlling parameters involved. For example, a small B/t
ratio and a small wedge semi-angle give a failure mode close to the curling flap model; but
the increment of either parameter listed above may end up with a upright flap failure mode
and/or a concertina failure mode (see Section 3.5.2. for detail).
The validation of the theoretical solutions has been checked for both thin and thick plate
specimens covering a range of plate thickness from tmin = 0.41 mm to tmax = 20.0 mm.
Because the steady-state wedge indentation force is mainly developed from the plastic
deformations and to a much lesser extent to material fracture, the present analytical solu-
tions are proved to have little sensitivity to the plate thickness variation. Both the curling
and upright flap model solutions predict a linear dependence of the wedge force on the
wedge shoulder width, 2B. This condition is correct for the intermediate values of B/t,
which are of most interest to the oil-tanker grounding problem. For a very narrow (knife)
or very wide wedge, different failure modes, not covered by the present theory, must be
considered.
In summary, it can be stated with confidence that a reliable analytical tool has been devel-
oped to predict the wedge cutting force required in a steady-state penetration mode for a
wide range of plate thickness and rock geometries. The principle failure patterns are the
central separation with curled or upright flaps or a concertina tearing.
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Fig. 5-3 Photograph of Test #3 result showing the
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Fig. 5-5 Force-displacement diagram of a steady-state clean
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( B = 9.5 mm, t = 0.75 mm, (o = 270 MPa, 0 = 450 , = 100 )
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Fig. 5-8 The complete cut length of specimen S2-20
(Courtesy of DnV)
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Fig. 5-9 Force-displacement diagram of a steady-state clean
cut failure in thick plate experiments (Test #6)
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Chapter 6
Summary and Recommendations
6.1. Summary
Closed-form solutions were derived for both transient indentation and steady-state cutting
processes. The hypothesis of material cutting instead of fracturing at a wedge tip is adopted
throughout the dissertation. Suitable scaling laws are developed valid in the wide range of
geometrical parameters.
For a transient indentation process, a new analytical solution was derived and compared
with the earlier splitting model proposed by Wierzbicki and Thomas [2] which assumes that
a fracture or tearing is occurring in front of a wedge. Both kinematic models are closely
related. Either failure mode might happen depending on the application geometry. Experi-
mental validation was also performed and good correlation was reported between the the-
oretical solutions and experimental results.
For a steady-state wedge cutting process, two kinematic models were proposed with
curled and upright flaps. Either model may give closer predictions depending on the actual
problem geometry. Comparison of the theoretical solutions with typical experimental
results shows a good correlation. Stable flap buckling due to compressive stress in the tran-
sition zone was analyzed and the diagram of the theoretical buckling coefficient was plotted
for a non-uniform thickness plate under uni-axial compression.
Comparison with the concertina tearing failure mode was also performed and bounding
curves were defined separating varies regions in the deformation map diagram.
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6.2. Recommendations
Experimental verification is very important to the success of the current theory. More
experimental work is suggested to simulate the actual ship grounding scenario, especially
for thicker plates, such as the tests reported by Astrup [26]. Design of future specimens
should limit the global flexibility in the out-of-plane direction by using effective stiffening
methods. With the advance of computer technology, it is possible to analyze such a com-
plicated problem accurately and economically by using general purpose nonlinear finite
element codes. Computational results on double hull stranding failure and steady-state
wedge cutting process were reported by using Dyna-3D finite element software but these
methods are not in common use because of time consuming modelling efforts. For the
structural failure analysis of any type, the upper bound theorem of plasticity was used in
this dissertation in conjunction with the force minimum postulate. It should be pointed out
that this methodology may not always give a useful answer. For example, the problem of
undersea pipe buckling propagation was difficult to solve using the current theory.
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Appendix A
Transition zone geometry
In order to calculate the total deformation energy in a transition zone, it is important to find
the coordinates for the corresponding end nodes connecting a family of straight lines which
is used to approximate the transition zone toroid surface (Section 3.3.). Two local coordi-
nate systems are built up: XYZ and x'y'z' shown in Fig. A-1. Both coordinate systems share
a common origin and a common x-axis, and the angle between Y- and y' -axes is 0 (wedge
half-angle).
Stable flap is located in XYZ cylindrical coordinate system. Point A is an intersection of
the stable flap ridge line and the transition zone ridge line. It can be shown that the coordi-
nate for point A is
X = Rcoso,
Y = Rsino, (A-l)
The total arc length of the curling flap, AP, is:
11 = RO, (A-2)
where 0 is the rolling angle along the stable flap curling direction.
The transient flap is located in the local x'y'z' cylindrical coordinate system shown in
Fig. A-l(b). Point B is an intersection of the transient flap ridge line and the transition zone
ridge line. It can be calculated that the coordinates for point B is
x' = Rcoso' ,
y' = Rsino', (A-3)
z' = BB' = PB'tan0 = RO'tan0 .
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The total arc length, BP, is:
PB' R4'
2- cos - cos (A-4)
From the physical model construction, it is found that both arc lengths 1, and 12 come
from an identical line before cutting. Since there is no axial force along those arcs, they
must be equal after cutting. This provides an important relationship between the two coor-
dinate systems:
11 = 12, (A-5)
(A-6)S= Cos 0
Transforming x'y'z' into XYZ, we get the following relationship between the two coor-
dinate systems:
X
Y
Z I
0
cos 0
-sinO
0
sinO
coso
(A-7)
Substituting Eqs. (A-4) and (A-6) into Eq. (A-7), the coordinates for point B can be
expressed in XYZ coordinate system as follows:
X = Rcos (4cosO) ,
Y= Rcos0sin (RcosO) +R4sin 2 , (
Z = -Rsin0sin (0cos0) + ROsin0cos0 .
Now, the distance between points A and B can be derived from Eqs. (A-l) and (A-8):
u= RQ , (
and the demensionless coefficient can be expressed as:
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A-8)
A-9)
1
Q = [cos - cos (C) ] 2 + [sino - Csin (CO) - S20] 2 + S2 [C _ sin (C) ] 2
where C = cos 0 and S = sine. The above expression gives the transition zone stretching
which can be used in the deformation energy calculation conducted in Section 3.3.
Transition zone
flap
(a) xyz and x'y'z' coordinate system
(b) Initial flap geometry
Fig. A-1 Geometric study in the transition zone
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Appendix B
Opening rate in transition zone
The opening rate in the transition zone, ii (a), is defined here as the material flow rate along
a stream line parallel to the plastic moving hinge. The arc length between the stream line
and the plastic hinge is defined as ý (Fig. 3-4). Assume that, at time t, the near-tip plastic
zone arrives at points A and/or B which has zero separation; and, at time t + At, the distance
AB reaches its maximum value d (Ref. Section 3.3.8.). During this period of time, the
wedge travelled a distance equal to the length lp + It (Fig. 3-6), so that the wedge advancing
speed can be formulated as follows:
V t (B-1)At
For a given coordinate ý, the expression of maximum transition zone opening is derived
in Section 3.3 and can be re-written as:
0.320 2
Au 0.320 (B-2)R
Note that, in the above derivation, the geometric relation 5 = R4 is incorporated (Ref. Fig.
3-4).
Based upon the above discussions and the geometric relation (1P + It) = (B + R) / tan0
(Fig. 3-6), the opening rate in the transition zone can be derived as:
Au Au 0.320tanO 2i() - V = R V . (B-3)At 1 +t R (B +R)
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Appendix C
Derivation of rectangular plate buckling
(m=1)
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> a:=Iambda*b; n:=arccos(mu/2/(-l+mu)); m:=l;
a := b
n := arccos( -
m := 1
> w:=sin(Pi*x/a)*A*sin(m*Pi*x/a)*(1-cos(n*y/b));
> DE:=(diff(w,x,x)+diff(w,y,y))A2-2*(1-mu)*(diff(w,x,x)*diff(w,y,y)-(diff(w,x,y))^2);
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> save 'zl.m';
> mu:=1/3; beta:=0;Kml :=simplify( K1);
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> KH:=4/lambda^2+0.0993*IlambdaA2+0.624;
1 2
KH := 4 - + .0993 + .624
> evalf(Kml);
157.3581196 X4 + 991.338665 X2 + 6337.28714
.0006311849085
> expand(");
.09932207032 X2 + .6257180046 + 4.000000004 -
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Appendix D
Derivation of rectangular plate buckling
(m=2)
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> a:=lambda*b; n:=arccos(mu/2/(-1+mu)); m:=2;
a := b
n := arccos2 -1 + lJ
m := 2
> w:=sin(Pi*x/a)*A*sin(m*Pi*x/a)*(1-cos(n*y/b));
> DE:=(diff(w,x,x)+diff(w,y,y))A2-2*(1 mu)*(diff(w,x,x)*diff(w,y,y)-(diff(w,x,y))^2);
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+8 %17 ; cos % 1 sin
-4920 %13 4 COS1 %1 I
-Ip~a alln ' (2
1
2
1
2
sin %1(2i~
1640 %1 7 4 COS
1 - 120 13 %13
240 1%15 ; 2 72 COS I
N /
2%1 sin
2 ··
2 2 COS
(2-·2
320 p• %1572 2 COS1 % 1J2OPBI~*~peo ( 2
+ 320 13 %15 2 22 COS ( %1 sin %1(2r -8 p3 % 4cos %1 sin %1ý2 ý2
-24 1 %17 cos(2 %1 sin( %1 J+ 48 %16 •4 2 cos( %1
+120%13 X22 2 2Cos (O
1
2
(1
sin 1J2%1)-9600 %15 X2 i2 cos 12
+960p% 15 2 7 2 4 COsI %I
-960 3 % 14 2 X2 os(%1
+9840%12c4 2 cos %1
-480%l4 2 coss %1
-6%12+8%1 psinK % lcOý2
sin %1 +8364 (%1 %1 in I %1
+80 g %15 E2 cos % 1 sin 2 %1
+1920%14 2 2 g p2 COS %(2
(
b 2%12 ' -20%1 Pcos(
\X ,
%1 sin(
, \
Psl%I --8%lsin 1-%l cos- %I + 3•
,2 (2 2
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sin %1l
I x~r
sinf %1j
, '"
"' /"
sint %1J
•, \.
f
COs
"x
1% i( %1
%1
sin(
/ \
)i~
/+ 16 + 20 %1 cos
% 1 := arccosi
1 sin %%I sin -) (2~r -20po120 0 cos( %1J +4cos %1
1 U
2 -1 +gL
> X2:=collect(X1, [sin(n/2), cos(n/2)], distributed, factor);
X2 := -6 %16 - 492 2 4 4 2 8 600 %14 2 X2 2 -40 2 16 2 2
10
+ 60 %14 ?2 n2 p2 + 300 3D %14 72 X2 1- 492 %14 7r + 123 P3 %14 4 + p3 %18 4
+ 6 %18 X + 2091 3 %12 i 4 + 10 p3 %16 2 2 _ 960 1 2 X2 2 + 60 %16 2 2
+480 p r 2 %14 g -40 % 16 X2 2 + 3936 p 4 %12 + 738 %14 n4 - 7872 3 74
-4 %18 X' -301p3 %14 X2 72 + 3 33 %16 X4-4182 %1214 p2 + 8 %1 (- 1)
(2%12P2 - 3 2-4%12+2%12)(X %12 4- 10 %12X 2 +20 %122 + 41 r4)
1
2
sin %1 +122%12 p +2 %12 -4p%1 2 -12J(~2
(14 _i4- 10or2 2 2+20i2%2 X2g+41n4)COs (%1(2 -12 (80 %142 2 )2± PZ
- 100 72 2 2 %122 2 - 697 n4 p 2X _4 %14 p2 + 2 %16 X4 2 + 410 %12 4 P2
+ 102 2 %12 p 2 - 20%1 4 2 ni2 2 +40p 1 L2 r2 %1"4 - 160P12 2 %141 -4pX4 %16
-820 12+2X4 %16 +802 2 %14+410r %12 -2022 %14) cos %1J
-4( (- 1) 1 (2 %16X 4 p2 -4 p X4 %16+2 X4 %16- 20 %14 X2 R2 p2 -3 X4 %14 p2
+ 80 %14 n2X2 g p2 - 160 p n 2 x2 %14 g + 40 2 12 2 %14 _ 20 X2 n 2 %14
+ 80 X2 2 % 14 g + 30 X2 2 %12 2 + 410 %12 Tt4 p2 - 300 72 )2 %1'2
- 820 p 4 %12+410 Ir4 %12 - 2091 n4 32) sin1
3 0 %12- 6 %12 + 16 0-
+8(- 1) %1 cos %1
~scB islco(2
2013cos( %
sin( %1
%I COS %I n/ 2 bb2 X2 %12S('
l +4cos( %1
(2\
-]20( 1) %  sin%1 cos
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p)
% 1KJ
\
%1 := arccosj - 12+ L
> K2:=simplify(X2*b^2/Pi^2);
K2 := --6 % 16 492 - 4 % - 600 % 2 - t - 40 2 6 2 2
+60 %14 X22 P2 + 300 3 %14 t2 2 - 492 %1474 4 + 123 p3 %14 74 + p 3 % 18X 4
+ 6 %18 4 + 2091 3 %12 4 + 10 p3 %16 2 2_ 960 3 x 2 2 %12 L + 60 P %16 X2 2
+ 480 n2 2 %14 - 40 %16 X2 2 + 3936 p 4 %12 + 738 p %14 4 - 7872 p33 7 4
- 4 %18 4 _ 30 03 %14 2 2 + 3 P3 %16 4 _ 4182 %12 n4 p2
+ 984 3 %12 4 CO(%1
+480%%14 X2 it 22 Ccos( %1
-960% 1 C2 2 2 COS I %(2
-240 3 %14 2 n2 COS %l1
+480 p3 %14 2 2  COS1%1insopsl~n'ilc (2
+ 24 p %16 X4 cos( %1
- 1968 %12 I4 2 COSI %1(2 + 160 sin %1 %15, X2 2 cos
656 sin( %12 J% 1 IC"cos % I + 16 3 sin %1 %17 4 COS
%1 %13 4 COS -%1(2 + 656 p3 sin(
1
2
S13 4 COS %11·~···-(2
+ 24 sin %1 %15 4 2 cos %1 + 240 p3 sin %1 %13 it 2 X2 cost %1(2 (2 f2 (2
-48 p2 SinI %1(2',i %17 • COS(
12 %12 -480 p
3 sin (2%1 J%13 C2 x2 RL COS I%l
%1 %15 ~ 22 C %1 -240 sin %1 J%13 212 p2 COSI( % 1(2
+ 1968 0 sin(
-24 p3 sin
+Issag(2
1 J%134 coCS %1i·'·$··(2 + 480 p2 sin %1 %1 2  COS % 1(2 (2
N~/"
lw 1•15X4cos - 16 sin- %1 • % X4 COS(k 2 1~'~cs
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1
2
1968 p2 sin
I%I2
- 480 0 sin
/ N /
%1J
%
/
f 'K %. / '%
- 984 3 sing % 1
sup'm(2
+ 480 sin %1(2
%1 4 s 7%C1 + 48 0 sin %1 %17 Xcos
1%13 X2
-1603 sin %1 %15
+8364 p3 74 cos %1
X2 2 COS %1 i
- 492 33 E4
J + 984 sin %1 % I 4 p2  %(2s (1
-48 %16 X4 2COS
cos- %1 IS2 )
% 1
-960 cos 1(2
X2 %14 cos %1 - 4920 0 7 4 %12Cos( %
%12 COS %1 + 1200 3 2 2 %12 COS %1
-240 2i 2 %12 2 - COs1%1 + 24 2 %17 X4 COS %1 IS 1
N f
+4920 o 2 %13 COS % IsinL %1J 1640 %l3 I4COS %l sin %l
·'l'·P' Imj(2 ) (2r2
2 t2 s %1 sin %1(2x) (2 320 %15 2 2 g
2 cos( % f
/
2: cos(
- 12cOS
-12 Cos2
%1 sin( %1 12 p3 %14 cos %1}
4 - 1200% 1 2 2 COS % l sin %1
'·liP~l''ipi.(2 ) (2~
+ 240 X 2 %1 cos -%1
+2~ap'isl..(2 - 240 cos( %1 I p h2I2 14 - 24 p X4 %16
+ 24 c % 12 SX4 %16 + 240 p %14 X2 2 COS (% 1(2
- 120 3 2  %12 COS %12 + 120 cos(- %12
+ 960 p2 %15 X2 E2 R Co s % sin % 1(2 ) (
- 960 2 %5 X2 2 p Cos %1
-16apal~h''rr(2 sin %1 80 %15 X2 2 COS %1 sin %1(2 (2 (21'd~ 211Ur
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If
+ 480 n t2
+ 984 n4
+ 320 %15
12 % 12
cos
/
f
\
.,- \ ./ \ /
/ \ ,
- 12 %15 X4 32
-24 33 %16 4
cos(
COsC
% Jsin(
1
2
%1 )-4920 3 %12 7E coS %1
+12 13 %15 X4 COS %1 sin %11 •21
/
-8364 %1 4 32 COs Ssin %1 +1640%1 t4 Cos( %1 in
+ 1200 33 %13 2 nr g cos( %1ill~g~l'h*p~o (2
+8 %17 4oS 1% sin(2
-4920 5%13 %1 4
+ 320 3 % 15 T2
1
2
Isin( %12·( 120 13 %13 2 2 COS
1
2
c2 cos %1 sin %1
/ \ I
%1 )-320 3 %15 72 21 os( %• sin(
/ (2
9sin % 1(2
2 cos % 1 J sin( %1 8 3 %17 COS4 %1 sin %12
SCOs %1 sin( %1 +48 %16 4 12 cos %1(2 ) (2 (2 +al~h ~~
222 (1XZ itC 13 cos,%1 sin/ %1l)-960 %15 2 2 R cos %1
+ 960 %1 15 X2 7 COS %1(2 sin 1 )+ 8364 p
3
r4 COS %l sin %1(2 (
/ \
-960 %14 C2 2 Cos( %1 +80 3%5 2 2COS ) sin(/ I \
+9840 %12r 4 2 Cos %1
-480%14 12 2 12 %
+ 1920%14 7 • ,2 12  cos %1I19LOL'l~p'(C(2
lP/ 4 ,2 2 -20 %13 cos(
-6%12+8%1
+ 16 + 20 %1
3 sin %1 cos %1( 2 ( 2 2 1
cos %1 sin %1
-8 %1 sin % Icos %1(2 (2
-20 1
+313%12
cos %1  +4cos %1(2 (2i 1 p)
% 1 := arccos{
1
2
% I
%7
-24 p %17
+ 120 %13
\ ,
sin
I \-
.' I
%l)sin(
,/ \
12
2 -1 + j
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f
'%
I \
> save 'z2.m';
> mu:=1/3; beta:=0;Km2:=simplify( K2);
3
p :=0
-3 X4n5 + 3 X arccos• ,(4S+ 369 i 4 arccos( -f (1)4
+738 I4 sin( %1) cos(%1) + 90 2 4 rarccos -_90 X2 73 arccos(
", \
+ 30 )•2 arccos(
N'
- 36 X4 sin(% 1
- 6 4 sin(% 1)
+15 4 4 arccos + 24 X4 sin(%1) cos(%1
I -.
) COs(% 1) i[ 2 arccos J
cos(%1) arccos I
+ 24 k4 sin(% 1 ) cos(% 1) nt
- 15 X4 iarccos
) 3 arccos4•
arccos
- 6 X4 sin(%1) cos(% ) It 4
+ 60 X2 sin(%1) cos(%1) - 120 2 sin(%1) cos( % ) arccos 1
-30 4 IE3 arccos(if + 60 X2 it2 sin(% 1) cos(% 1) arccos + 30 X4 i2 arccos(if (If··-i
- 48 cos(%1 )3 4 i3 arccoSs{I sin( % 1) - 40 cos( %1) 2 i2 arccos -
+ 492 cos(% 1)3 7c4 sin(%1 ) - 40 cos(%1)3 x2 it sin(%1 )
+ 80 cos(% 1)3 X2 c3 arccos -Isin(%1)+ 72 cos(% 1)34 2(4)
-48 cos(%1 )3 4i Trccos
arccos f
sin(%l) + 12 cos(%1 )3 X4 4 sin(%1)
+ 12 cos(%1 )3
(-3 t
X4 arccoS(4
+ 3 arccos + 6 sin(%1) cos(%1) +4 cos(%1) sin(%1)
1 1%1 :=-arccosI -2 4
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1
Km2:= 15(-369 it
5 30 X2 x
/
sin(%1)
sin(% 1 )
sin(%l) 2 4
%
/
> evalf(");
-16239.29831 - 52.4527063 X4 - 1239.173324 X2
-.0005049479268
X2
> expand(");
1
8.200000014 - + .02648588530 X2 + .6257180009
> save Km2, 'Km.m';
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Appendix E
Derivation of rectangular plate buckling
(m=3)
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> a:=Iambda*b; n:=arccos(mu/2/(-l+mu)); m:=3;
a := b
n := arccos 2 -1 +
m := 3
> w:=sin(Pi*x/a)*A*sin(m*Pi*x/a)*(1-cos(n*y/b));
/ r3 -c arccos j j yj
w:= sin - A sin 3 - 1 - cos(, b -bb,
> DE:=(diff(w,x,x)+diff(w,y,y))^2-2*(1-mu)*(diff(w,x,x)*diff(w,yy)-(diff(w,x,y))^2);
%2 1 -cos( %lyb
x2 b2
7x 2
Xb
+6 "
-2(1-g) -10
co 3 - 1 -cos
Lb
x2 b2
sin - 2 A %2 1
cos- i~ A cos 3
Xb )
x A %2
cos - :A %2( Xb ) sin (Sbb
X2 b2
1 - cos(
%1
k b2
+3
%ly
b
1 ( x
sin-(Xb
cos b IFb
%ly
b 9 sin(
(2txN
sint j JA cos
% 1:= arccos(1 -1(2 -1 +
c Ex%2 := sin 3 -
>b
> Z1:=int(DE, x=O..a);
224
DE:=
sin - ) i AyXb)
%2 cos( %12
%1y
b
+6 cos( %1 v 2/b 2
b
7 sin %1
Xb b
X b2
cos
x A
- A %2X b
\-- - / x,
/14
ZI := A2 24 % 14 - 2048 %5 + 96 sin(2 %6) 4 - 3072 %4 r 4
768
+ 768 sin(2 %9) 4 + 3 sin(2 %9) X4 %14 + 6 sin(2 %6) X4 %14 - 6144 sin(%8) nt4
- 96 sin(2 %8) 4 + 1536%11 - 8 %7 4 %14 - 512 %7r 4
96 2 %12 X2 cos ' sin(%3) ýt -(b ) 192 n 2 %1 ?2 cOS % y %2b
+ 192 i %12 I
+ 96 r %12 2
+ 3840 it 3 %12
2 COS jCOS %2 -(b )
COs( b )lsin(%3) +
3840 3 %12 2 COS %(b
96 %14 COSi 2 b 4b)
X2 + 3840 n3 %12 2 COS gt + 320 t 2 %1
st + 288 %12 2 %12 -2
2 2 CO%ly%5
-1536 %13 4 - 768 sin(2 %3) 4 -52224 5 cos Y +
+ 13056 t5 cos( 2 - 96 sin(2 %9) 2 % 12 X2 + 96 sin(2 %6) n %12X 2
- 96 %13 r %12 X2 - 24 %13 4 %14 - 6 sin(2 %8) X4 %14 + 8 %12 X4 %14
+96-%14 4  cs9607Cl2 2 2COS % sin(%6) g -48 sin(2%6) r2%12 2g
- 384 %13 2 %12 X2 g+ 192 sin(2 %9) %2 %12 2 - 3 sin(2 %3) ~4 %14
+ 6144 sin(%6) nt -960 sin( %8) I %12 X - 96 %12 X2COS( sin(% 9 )
- 1920 c3 %1 ' p - 3840 3 % 12 X2cos %ly
b
- 192 7t2 %12 X2 coS y %4(b )
+ 384 %11 2 %12 X2 g - 192 sin(2 %3) %2 2 2 + 48 sin(2 %8) 2 %12 X2 g
- 128 %12 r %12 2 g2 - 96 sin(%9) r2 %12 2 + 96 %11 12 %12 k2
- 320 %12X2 c y %10 t - 96 sin(2 %8) %2 % 12 ,2
+ 96 2%% 12X2cos %ly sin(%9) g + 320
32b Y
- 320 t 2712 cos %5 + 1920 3 %b )
r2x %12 osX2 y %10
12 2 COS2 lb )b
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512 %12 7 4
+ 71+ 18%7+ 960 72%2 12 X2 cos ) sin(%6) + 320 % 10 r %12 X 2
+2048 %10 t4 - 384 sin(%9) 4 +960 i %12X2 COS b sin(%8)9
2 %lY
+ 96 sin(%3)2 %12 2 + 192 %22 %12 a 2 -960 I %12 2 s b sin(%8)
- 192 %42 %12 2 - 288 %7 rt %12 X2 + 96 sin(2 %3) t2 %12 X 2
+960sin(%6)t%22 %12 2 320%5 %12 2 + 1922 %12 2 COS b %4
+39168 iT + 384 sin(%3) 7 +±3072%2 C4j Xb3 b)
S1 
:= arccos ) -4 
g
%:2 sin -8 xt b + %ly
b
S:= 8rtb + % lyb
%4 sin 87tb+ % ly b
%5 := sin( r b+ly - 6
b
%Iv-2I b
%86:= b%7 := sin 2 31cb+%1yb
%8 := %Iv-27b
b
226
4nrb+%ly
7%9:=
b
%10 := sin %1 y + 6rb
b
% 11 := sin 2 b+%ly
b
% 12:=sin 2 y
b
%13 :=sin 2 b+%l
> expand(Z1);
A2 7L%1 2 COS % y2 7C2 %12
-5 +5 + 10
X b3  b 3
A24 !-•A b A2 7C 2 %12 g-
-68 -5 -5
x3 b3
~A" os( %lyA2 4 c -COs b
+ 34
X b3
42 n- %12 COs %IV
b
X b3
A22 %12 COS %
b
X b3
A2 74 COS
x3 b3
%1 := arccos --
> Z2:=int(*(beta*y/b)A3 y=O..b);-1 +
> Z2:=int("*(1 -beta*y/b)^3, y=0..b);
Z2 := - A2
32
8 tan(- %1 %18 4 + 40 3 tan %1 %1 6 X2 2 +816
+ p3 tan - %1 %18 + 2 tan 1%1 J%18 + 20 p3 tan 1Lbljoi~hi~alla(2%1 %16 X2 2
227
A2 4
+ 34
x3 b3
I 6 4
3 tanl (2
-60 p3 %14 2 2 -360 p3 %14 2 X2 183 tan I %I(2
+ 408 03 tan -%126 tan
2
c-C 14 4 _ 6 %16 ? ' 2 _ 80 2 % 16 2 I2
I3 tan/ I1ý2
%14 2 2 
-
3264 tan %1
14 I[2 x2
%14 - 24480 p 3tan %1
%18 k4+8tanI % %17%1 -8tan I%l 1 %17X4
+ 5440 tanl % 12 % 13 t +720%14 [2 
2 2
-_1440 tan %1 %13 2 72
240 tan %1 %13 2 2 2 +6 %18 X4 + 3 3 %16 4 + 2448 p 
% 14 T
- 26112 7t4 p3 tan(- % 1 + 360 p3 tan 1 %1
+20 p3 % 16 X2 2 1632 32 % 14 _4 + 12240 %12 4 
2
- 80 %16 2 2
+ 3264 tan( %1
- 2 tan % 1
(2,,~
%13 4 -4 2  18 4 -1920 T2  3 tan %1)Il'rp'alh'-sro1Bi(2
%18 4 _ 24 tan% 1 T
x2 %12 Jt
X4 %16 + 1440 tanI %1 % 14 X2 2 2%14 X i.~.tf
-80 2 tan %1(2 %16 X2 2 - 4 p2 tan( %18 X 4 _ 1632 2 tan I %1
+ 1920 p2 tanK %1IIV2UR~Y(2
1920 tan %11920 P tan -~  12
%15 T2 2 Ag - 24 P tan 1
%15 2 T2 g + 12 p3 tan
+ 24 2 tan(- %I
-160 p33 tan %1
%1 X4 - 12 p tan %1 %154
%15 k 2 12 - 480 P tan %1 %15
-240 p3 tan %1 %13 X2Ii 2
2 2 + 24 Ptan 1 %1 %17X4
-240 33 tan 12 x 2 %12 + 480 tan I %1
228
-4 tan( 12%1
2
%14 4
%1
%1f 4 %14
k2 iT2 %14
%14 2 2+ 12 PtanII %l 4
% I
I /
+ 27744 3 tan •%1 T 4%1 -9792 0 1tan %1 %13 t4 + 9792 0 tan) (2 ) %1 4 12
I I
I l
- 16320 Ptan %1 %137r 4 +24480 3 tan(
2- ,
%1 1%1 4
-480 32 tan( %1
-Isop'(2 %15 2 2 + 2400 0 tan1 % 1al~n'i'~a a' (2 %13 -72 2
+ 16320 1 tan %1 %134 +2448 1tan %1
+6936 p3 tanI %1
+asrg'(2
- 640 13 tan -
3264 133t(
% 12 I 4 + 9792 p2 tan
%15 2 - 720 3 tan %1(2
%1 %1374 + 12 tan(%l %154 32
sl~ali id2
%14 X2 C2t g
-24 p 2 tan( %1
-27744 tan %1 %14 132- 160 tan(1 %1J(2 (2 1
+240 33 tan ( %1 % 13 2 2 + 1440 p3 taIJ%13 C2 X2(2
- 3264 2 tan 1 %14 + 12 3 tan %1
+ 160 3 tan %1J%15 2 n2 + 4896 tan %1
ai~h'i~8lsl(2
+ 120 0 tan (-%1(2 %16 X2 2 -1440 p3 tan( %1al~h'*-a~og (2 n
2 %12
160 p2 tan %1ý2 %16 X2+ 480 0 tan I %11 (~2f
/ /
-5440 133 tan I %1
-12 tani
3tan (%1 %17 + 240 tan2
%15 p4 132 _ 8 133tan 1-%1 %17 4+480 2 tan1
(21 (2
%13 X2 2 32
%1 )%15 2 2
+ 3 3 tan 1 % I %164 + 36 tan 1 %1(2 % 16 14 2 - 720 tan %  14 2 2 2
229
%1 i%13 n4
%17 - 4
/
I1
- 160 tan( %1
+ 240 3 tanL %
- 80 tan( %11
%16 2 2 - 1200 tan I%1ý2
1 %16 X2 r2 + 13056
%16 2 '+ 120 tan
r4 tan(2
%1
% 1 %12 - 6120 13 %12 l- 4
%14 2 2 2 - 6 tan %1
sllh'g'alr(2
- 2400 tan 1 %1 %13 2 2 g 12 - 1632 tanI % 12 2
24480 tan %1 %1, + 160 tan(2 (2 2 2 + 6 P tanl
-24483 tan 1
~B·~·(2
12 4 13872 tan -%1
~i~n'~snu ( 2 %12 T4 2 -4 %18 ,
4
+ 640tan % 1 %15 2 2 + 120% 2 2 2 1632 %14 4
+ 960 t2 1tan %12 %1 4 g + 1200 %16 k2It2 + 33 %18 4 + 408 p3 %14
+ tan( % 12
1 +
2-1 +g
SA2 120 t cos 2 Y - 32 s
b
- 32 sin + 8
b
- 6 sin 2 - 2z
b
480 r cos% +
b
8 sin(
(-%1y+6xb 1
sin2 -ybS 3 x b - %l y
tsin 2 b
3i b- %1y
2b
2 3b+%ly 3
b
. 4 b-%l y6 sin 2 b
+ 12 sin4 7rtb+%1jy
b
+ 96 sin / %1y+2itb Jb
sin 2 %1 y+ 2 7 
b
b
sin -%y+2 3 sin 2b
-%1y +2b + 360
b
230
%16 )4 p2
%14 74
/ %11
b2 %14 3 1.
% 1 :== arccos
7r4 K
> int(diff(w,x)A2,x=O..a);
+ 24 sin 8+% +96
b
·_
%14 ?,2 1 2 L
%1 %15
\
r itb+%ly 4b-%ly
-24sin 2 + 12sin +b b
24 sin 87cb Y b /(X b)
%1 := arcco {s
> expand(");
arccos(- y arccos i y
22 -1 + L 2 -1 +
T2 A2 COS b2 xA2 COS b
5 b 5 2 A2 b ,cs
- +---5
2 Xb 2 Ab -b
> Z3:=int((1 -beta*y/b)*",y=0..b);
Z3:= - 2 A 20 tan %1 %1-20 0tan %1 %1 + 12tan %1 %1
+ 12 0 tan %1 -12 tan %1J%1 +6 tan %1 %12 + 3 %12
-12 tan(1 %1 %12-6%12+3 ptan( %1 %12-6 tans %1 %12
+ 16 P tan %1 JI2 C + 1( %1 J
%1 := arccos 2 -1 + i
> U:=simplify( (Z2-X*Z3)/AA2);
U:= - -16320 13 %1 i4 COs
+12133 4%14COS{%13
%1 sin -%1 12 3 X4 %14 cos(%12
+24 32 %1 1X4 COS 1 sincos2 % 1 sin2
\
+2400 13 %13 2 2 ( COS(
- 240 3 I 2 2 %12 cos % 1
- 480 sin I%1 %13 X2 2 p2
%1 Jsin( %1 J- 5440 3 %13 Ic4 cos( %1 Sin%1si - 1j~(2
+ 240 33 2 /12 2 COS 1os %1
/ 'A
Cos % I + 960 sinI %I %13 2 2 2 COS(
231
% 1
+ 160X 2 b2 %13 sin 1(2
-960 3 sin %1 %13 2 X2 COs
%1 Jcos(-1 %1 + 480 p3 sin 1 %13 i2 X2os2 f2 (
%1 + 9 6 0 p2sin l % %1%5)K( 2 )
+ 24 sin C%1(2 %5 l,4 P 2 COs %1+ 960 %14 2 2 2 COS %1isaol~i's'm (2
- 1920 %14 2 gp2 cos %1
-LP~ol·*llB'. (2 -6528 %12 74p2 COSI
+ 3264 p 3 %124cos %l + 16320 2 %134 (2
co
%1 sin2 %1
+24 3 %16 4Cos 1%1i~d's'hc  
+ 3264 sini
(€
12%12
- 60 p3 %14 1 n2 2 + 600 03 %14 n2 2 g
%1 p2 COs %1I·'iB'·(2 + 48psin %1 J%1•14cos(
%I % 17 k4 cos %1 16 p3sin 1 % 174 Cos(2os(
+ 2176 p3 sin( %1 %1 I4 COs %11 -480 p 2 2 %14 COS %1
-nsah'n'll~i(2
%1I- 2176 sin 1 %1%13 74 cos -%1
-320 sin % J %15 2X2 cosI- %1 + 320 sin %1 %15 2t2 cosI%k~2 (2(
- 6528 p2 sinI %1
·~~·B·(2i
J %3 S %1S  13 i c 4 C O S I -48%16 X4 p2 cos % 1(2
+960 p3 %14 72 X2 cos!%1 - 480 p3 %14 2 2 COS %1
-nsaiall~im(2
- 160 X t2 b2 %13 22 sinI %1 cos( %1
-isa.'e l~i.- (2 (-·2 f 960 0 sin %1 % 1 2 t2 cos %1(2
- 16 sin %1
- 3264 3 sin
% 17 X4cos -%1I·'·h··(2
%1
1
2 cos %1
- 24 p3 sin
1
2 S%15 4cos(
+32640 4 %12 COS -(I
232
1
2
%1
1
IX2 c2 Cos((2~
- 48 2 sin
\'/ %I
%
2
+ 6528 0 sin (2%1j %137t4 COSI
1I
%1
%I
/
,,/ \ / x
\ /
/ X,
-16320 0 n%12 cos %1 -640 %15 2 O22 s %1 in %
27744 % I 2 COs %1 sin %12711YCB2O(2 (2~~r- 1920 2 3 %12 g
'N /
-160 %15 X 2 2 Cos %1 %1 J- 16320 p3 %12 4 cos - 26112 c4 133
/
sin
+ 13056 41 0%12 + 640 3 %15 X2 2 COS %1il~ordssl*Magrlriri(2
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> evalf(");
.0002524739634 -52.45270589 X4 - 2478.346672 2 - 53866.94061
h2
> expand(");
.01324294255 k2 + .6257180070 + 13.59999999 -
X2
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Appendix F
Tensile strain along free edge of buckled stable flap
Fig. 4-4 shows one wave length of a buckled stable flap. By using y = H in Eq. (4-24), the
arc length, L, at the free edge of stable flap can be derived as follows:
II 
C
L =• 1+ (y,") 2 dx= 1 + cos dx. (F-1)
0 0
The tensile strain along the arc length, L, is defined as2
S1 - (F-2)
where 1 is the original plate length. This strain definition takes into account the geometric
non-linearity effect due to the plate large deflection. Note that Eq. (F-2) only provides an
average strain measurement, which neglects the non-uniform strain distribution actually
exists along the arc length (refer Section 4.2. for detail).
Fig. F-1 plots the tensile strain e calculated from Eq. (F-2) vs. the normalized out-of-
plane deflection wo/l. This curve has a similar shape as a parabolic curve so that curve fit-
ting is done to simplify Eq. (F-2). It is found that the strain equation can be approximately
expressed as follows:
E = 2.2 (F-3)
This is a very simple and useful equation which has a good accuracy for the strain range
interested, i.e. for strain values less than 5%.
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Approxi ate
S= 2.2 (w./
u 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.
Normalized out-of-plane deflection, wo /
Fig. F-I Plot of strain vs. normalized out-of-plane deflection
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